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Dan Bart elected 1998-99 SA president 
By Stephanie Engelberth 
Staff Writer 

The people have spoken, or 
at least some have. 

Only 536 people voted April 
29 in Student Association 
elections and made Dan Bart. 
a communications and 
management double major, 
their presidential choice for 
the 1998-99 school year. -

The turnout was much 
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Mike Miller 

lower than last year's record of 
1,026 voters. 

"I am pleased and very 
thankful to my many 
supporters and friends on 
campus," Bart said. "I want to 
use my position arid SA to 
help this campus and the 
students." 

Bart, who edged out Mike 
Miller 269-206, will take office 
May 4 . His first order of 
business will be to fill the 
open seats on SA. which 
include numerous senator and 
representative at large 
positions ,-by advertising now 
and continuing recruitment 
next year. 

He also plans to begin the 
process of choosing his 
executives. "I know soine good 
people in and out of SA and I 
have, and will be, encouraging 
them to apply," Bart said. 

Miller, however, is not 
certain about his role in SA 
next year. He said in a 
telephone interview 
Wednesday night that he 
would like to continue his 
work on the Student Service 
Fees Committee and possibly 
play some role in SA . 

Bart would like to see Miller 
involved with SA next year. 

The only senators elected 
were Abby Flottemesch of CI.A 
and Eddie Kalombo and Syed 
Rahman, both of CSE. All 
other senator spots will be 
filled , but the details were not 
available , according to Chris 
House, chair of the SA Rules 
and Elections committee. 

All 1 7 rep-at-large 
candidates won with votes fof 
each ranging frc;,m 185 to 47. 
There are still eight 
representative seats left. 
which will be filled with write-
ins and other interested 
students, House said. 

The ballots held some other 

Photo / Joshua Grenier 
SA elections drew out only half as many voters as last year. Some of the students who did vote 
were (left to right) Emily Calubayan, Andy Edgar and Jessica Gebhart. SA member Chris Czech 
(behind the table) is checking that these voters fill their ba_llots out correctly. 
choices for students as well, 
including an unanticipa ted 
referendum which read "Shall 
the UMD Student Association, 

. being a puppet of, and a 
justification for the University 
of Minnesota Administration, 
be disbanded forever?" 

Though the referendum was 
overwhelmingly defeat_ed 315-
88, Bart was "disappointed" to 
see it there. 

He also stressed the need for 
students to not take SA as a 
joke and to instead help work 
to make it better. 

Student voters also chose a 
1998 Homecoming theme, 
''Take the Plunge!" This choice . 
beat "Fall into it!" and "New 
places, fresh faces ." 

But according to Bart, ''The 
theme isn't as important as 
the events that will be taking 
place." 

The last choice students 
made was an opinion poll 
about whether UMD should 
become a wet campus . 
Students favored the wet 
campus 406-97. 

Bart plans to look into this 

student concern. He pointed 
out that there are valid 
arguments on both sides of 
the issue. 

In a debate on Monday, Bart 
discussed other concerns he 
would like to address next 
year, including campus safety. 
SA's reputation, making SA 
more accessible to the student 
body and facilitating better 
communication between 
various organizations. on 
campus. 

See page 7 for a complete 
listing of election results. 

Dig into the evil minds of serial killers with ~Ressler 
By Shannon Stewart 
Staff Writer · 

"The world is a bad place." 
These five uplifting words 
ended forensic pathologist, 
Robert Ressler's lecture on 
some of the most twisted 
minds in America April 22 in 
the Kirby Ballroom. 

Ressler, criminologist , 
special agent, author, profiler, 
and the man known for 
coining the term "serial killer," 
spoke to a full house. 

Studenls mouths dropped in 
amazement and intrigued 
faces showed disgust while 

·listening to five decad~s of 
unthinkable crimes and cases 
that Ressler has worked on. 

"The acts committed were so 

grotesque that it kept my full 
attention for two hours," said 
Chris Nelson, senior. 

Ressler has interviewed all 
the best serial killers 
including Jeffrey Dahmer, 
David Berkowitz. Ed Gein, 
John Gacy, Richard Chase 
and Charles Manson. 

"It's amazing all the people 
he's been with and all the 
shows he's been on," said 
Molly Tryon, sophomore. 

The stories Ressler told were 
enhanced with slides of actual 
crime footage throughout his 
presentation. 

"Many real life things that I 
. have seen are better than 
fiction, " Ressler said. 

Tl}e audience watched and 
listened as Ressler discussed 

crimes involving drinking street in Chicago, shared the 
internal organs, sex zombies, same boy scout field house. 
bodies being flushed down · and Gacy had even delivered 
toilets , bloody baths, clothing groc_eries to Ressler's house. 
made from human skin and "It's a small world in this 
limbs in freezers . business," Ressler said . 

''The show was definitely not Ressler has also done 
for someone with a weak consulting for movies-including 
stomach," Nelson said. Silence of the Lambs and 

. Ressler said his favorite case Copycat. 
was that _of John Gacy, who 
has 33 known victims and was 
referred to as the . "killer 
clown," because he worked as 
a clown at children's birthday 
parties . 

The reason Ressler said he 
liked this case was because 
after his investigation got 
m:;iderway, he found that Gacy 
and himself had crossed paths 
before--they grew up on the 

"Most films are all about 
Hollywood. Some of the real 
stories that movies are based 
on are ten times worse," 
Ressler said. 

"Most of the strangest cases 
have included cannibalism and 
vampires," Ressler said. 

Ressler said criminals are 
made not born, though if you 
look at their life you can 

usually find flaws and cracks 
in family structure. 

"Dealing with them is not 
that difficult once you 
understand th·em," Ressler 
said. 

Ressler described many of 
the serial killers as funny. 
quiet. polite and, most 
importantly, very intelligent. 

Ressler said he even had 
"lunch with Dahmer." 

Dahmer, Ressler said, was 
the most polite and 
diabolically evil serial killer. 
Dahmer told Ressler his 
favorite part of the body was 
the biceps. 

I 

Ressler to 8 
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Local State Nation World 
Aquarium plan in flnai s~ages Grass, forest fires burning 

through northern Minnesota 
Social Security, Medicare 
extended by booming economy 

Mustard gas found in Iraq 
.The Great Lakes Aquarium is set to 

become reality as the Duluth City 
Council pledged local support to fill 
the funding gap April 27. The 
aquarium will be located at the site of 
the Lake Superior Center, which is 
west of the Duluth Entertainment 
Convention Center. 
County limits tobacco sales 

The St. Louis County Board voted to 
limit the sale of tobacco from vending 
machines April 28. The plan will affect 
nearly 200 tobacco retailers by 
enforcing higher annual fees with 
tobacco license renewal, effective June 
1. The fee will go from $12 to $165. 
The Board also approved a ban of self- · 
service displays , as well as the sale of 
individual cigarettes. 

A lack of rain has made this spring 
the extremely bad for wildfires in 
northern Minnesota. 1,552 fires have 
ravaged 38,484 acres , 39 buildings 
and left their mark on 23 other 
structures, the Minnesota lntragency 
Fire Center in Grand Rapids said April 
28. According to the Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources , St, 
Louis County and the Twin Cities 
metro area have a "very high" fire 
danger. · 

Social Security and Medicare 
breathed a sigh of relief April 28 as 
President Bill Clinton announced the 
booming U.S . economy will give' both 
programs a financial boost. Social 
Security, which is slowly depleting due 
to high numbers of users, is projected 
to have enough money to pay full 
benefits to disabled and elderly until 
2032, a gain of three years. The 
inevitable Medicare crisis date has 
now been pushed back to 2008, a gain 
of seven years . 

The U.N. found active mustard gas 
in Iraq last month in artillery shells 
located in an munitions depot, the 
U.N.'s chief arms inspector said April 
28. The shells were found initially in 
1996 after the Gulf War. Questions 

. still linger surrounding the state of the 
500 to 700 shells still unaccounted for 
in Iraq. The inspector said this is a 
typical problem the U.N. is running 
into with the Iraq clean-up. 

Marcos quits :presidential race 
Imelda Marcos withdrew from the 

Philippine presidential race April 29. 
She is reportedly in meetings with two 
other candidates to help decide the 
election. The widow of late dictator 
Ferdinand Marcos, it is speculated 
that she is trying to work out a deal to 
keep herself out of prison. Ferdinand 
Marcos faces a 12-year prison term for 
graft. Current Vice President Joseph 
Estrada, a former movie star, is the 
frontrunner in the race . His nearest 
challenger is House speaker Jose de 
Venecia, who has the support of 
ct ·rrent President Fidel Ramos. 

Douglas County, Superior 
· implement chaplaincy program 

Douglas County and Superior are 
about to experiment with a chaplaincy 
program with local clergy visiting 
prisons. The clergy will help deliver 
death notifications, support families of 
victims and some domestic 
disturbances starting this fall. 

HMOs need to .do a better J(?b 

Some children on Medical 
Assistance using HM Os are not getting 
their vaccinations , which are required 
by Minnesota state law. Two state . 
studies showed that under half of 2-
y:ear-olds on Medical Assistance 
received their ,full complement of 
recommended shots in 1996. 
Commercial HMOs vaccinated 65 
percent of the same type children in 
1996, the studies reported. 

$2.000FF 
Any Large Pizza 
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Prosecution says Unabomber 
driven by hatred 

Prosecutors ·of Theodore Kaczynski, 
known to most of the public as the 
Unabomber, released a 34-page 
sentencing report that said Kaczysnki 
had plotted the killings for years and 
was a cold, calculated murderer. The 
report, which included many excerpts 
ofKaczynski's own works, said he was 
mentally iilert and was meant to give 
the public an idea of what he is like, 
prosecutors said. His public defenders 
insist he is mentally ill . 

Mt! RQyal Center 
1600 Woodland Ave. 
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Having trouble getting your stuff home from college? Let your local 
Mail Boxes Etc~ Center pack and ship it for you. From computers 
and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, Mail Boxes Etc. can 
solve your packing and shipping problems. 
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We're at the heart 
of innovation. . 

At Boston Scientific/SCIMED, we pride ourselves at utilizing inno-
vation to rise above the rest. Innovative ideas. are what make us the 
premiere medical device company, and arc what enable us to create 
superior products to diagnose and treat heart disease. At SCIMED, . 
not only arc we at the heart of innovation, but innovation· is also at 
the heart of all we do. We arc currently seeking an experienced 
individual for the following opportunity: 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER 
1l1is is an opportunity for a creative and motivated individual to 
develop expansion plans and provide technical assistance and coordi-
nation. Initiate and manage industrial engineering projects, champion 
new ideas for production enhancement and assist with the main-
tanance of production processes and time standards. Create layouts, 
optimize process flow, assist witn facility changes, and coordinate 
moves. Provide support and expansion of programs already in 
progress such as PEO, continuous flow (DFI), and RBWAs. 
Requires a bachelor's in Industrial Engineering, as well as 1-3 
years' experience, preferably in the medical industry. You must 
):iavc a good understanding of IE principles, as well as demonstrated 
project and foam leadership skills. · 
We offer a competitive salary and benefits package with an excel-
lent opportunity for growth'and personal development. Please send 
your resume, indicating position of inter.est, lo: SCIMED Human 
Resources, One SCIMED Place, M,aplc Grove, MN 55311, Dept. 
A130-SRE. Fa.x: (612)494-1980. EOE. 

www.bsci.com/scimed 

Boston Sc1ent1fic ------SCIMED® 
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Call or visit us today. 23 West Central Entrance 
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Pottery and journalism provide 
Kohlmeier with a taste of Kenya 
By Tawnie Jacobson 

. Staff Writer 

While most of us will only 
experience Africa by watching 
the newest Omnimax show, 
UMD junior Carrie Kohlmeier 
recently experienced life in 
Africa firsthand . 

"It was a very neat 
experience, mind altering and 
unforgettable," Kohlmeir said 
of her six month trip to Kenya. 
"At the same time, I want to 
dispel misconceptions about 
Kenya and try to teach people 
the truth of what is happening 
there." · 
, Kohlmeier's stay in Kenya 
began early this September 
and lasted until the beginning 

of March. 
"'J11e reason I went had to do 

with.a general infatuation with 
Africa and the desire to study 
abroad. I wanted to do more 
than just attend classes and 
the Minnesota Studies in 
International Development 
program filled that." 

For six weeks in Nairobi, 
Kohlmeier studied courses in 
inter-cultural communication, 
their language (Kiswahili) 
development and an overview 
of various aspects of the 
country. 

Following the classes, 
Kohlmeier, who is studying 
Graphic Design, did an 
internship. . 

"Being in the art field , I did 

Photo / Carrie Kohlmeier 
Kohlmeier saw these zebras and other wildlife while traveling 
through f'fa irobi National Park in Kenya. , · 

an internship with a women's 
pottery group fn Homa Bay, · 
which is located on Lake , 
Victoria and learned how to 
make hand-built water vessels 
with clay right from the lake," 
Kohlmeier said. In addition, 
for two days out of the week, 
Kohlmeier worked at a 
children's home with orphans. 

For these first six· weeks, 
Kohlmeier stayed with a large 
family in Nairobi. 

"I had four brothers and two 
sisters. I had a lot of fun there 
and felt very much at home. 

''The crazy difference about 
Nairobi , and Kenya overall, is 

. transportation. They have 
these matatus, which are a 
little bigger than minivans. 
They are brightly painted with 
old school stickers on them 
and usually play loud music. 

''The touts working on them 
cram as many passengers as 
they can on them and drive 
like maniacs; the more rides 
and the more passengers on 
board, the more money they 
earn. People even ride on top 
or hang off the back of them. 
They're always breaking down. 
I never felt safe in public 
transportation." 

Another problem Kohlmeier 
encountered was the language 
barrier. 

Although English is Kenya's 
national language, Nairobi is 
tpe only place where it is 
widely spoken. 

"The women I worked with 
spoke strictly Luo,- which is 

. _completely different from 
Kiswahli. I learned some of 
their language, but not 
enough to hold extensive 
conversations." 

For the last two weeks of 
Kohlmeier's internship she 
worked for the Kenya Times 

. newspaper. 
"I did a few stories and took 

some photos," she said . 
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Kohlmeier poses with one of her host sisters in Nairobi, Kenya. 

Kohlmeier covered stories 
about her pottery group, the 
program she was with and 
wrote one about the slums of 
Nairobi. 

When asked if she enjoyed it 
there, Kohlmeier answered, 
"Yes and no." 

According to , Kohlmeier, 
there is extreme 
impoverishment there; the 
average wage is $280 per year. 
In addition, welfare programs 
and social security do not 
exist. 

"The people who live ·there 
see white people as walking 
cash machines," Kohlmeier 
said. "As a result, I was always 
being asked for things: money, 
school fees , Visa , my hand in 
marriage, groceries , whatever. 
This b'ecame really frustrating. 

"You know you can't 
possibly help everyone, 
especjally being a student, yet 
you have more money and 
more opportunities than they 
ever will ." 

On the other hand, 

The 

Kohlmeier enjoyed the beauty 
and climate of the country. 
!'With the exception of Nairobi, 
which is severely dirty and 
polluted, it is exceptionally 
beautiful. 

"I enjoyed a lot of the people. 
They're very friendly and 
open," Kohlmeier said of the 
experience. 

Additionally, Kohlmeier took 
advantage of traveling 
opportunities. 
· "I climbed Mt. Kenya, 
Africa 's second tallest 
mountain over Christmas." 

She also visited Kakamega 
Forest, the only rain forest in 
Kenya and Masai Mara, a park 
filled with wildlife and the spot 
where the latest Omnimax 
production was filmed. 

"I learned a great deal about 
the way people o,n the; oth,en 
side of the world •11ve. Also, 
when you're · in a completely 
foreign situation, you learn a 
lot about yourself. There's no 
longer the option to blend in-
you 're forced to define 
yourself." 

=== Mail Room 
Why Carry It? 

Ship It! 
Luggage crammed full? Car packed to the roof? Save your 
time, your space, and your energy for your favorite vacation! 
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Vandalism spree in Stadi~m 
Apts . . described as ordinary 
By Ron C. Hustvedt, Jr. 
Staff Writer 

"One thing is the standard it 
~. sets. We provide a nice looking 

community and people feel 
The recent rash of good about being a Stadium 

vandalism in and around resident," she said. "It matters 
Stadium Apartments is to us how things look." 
nothing out of the ordinary for Because most of the more 
this time of the year, said Lt. severe acts have occurred in 
Keith Bolin, acting campus the middle building of the 
police chief. three-building complex, Kiess 

"It's too bad, but I don't said a building meeting was 
think ' it's anymore than held and all residents were 
usual," Bolin said. required to attend . 

In the last month, Stadium "We tell them the most 
has seen an increase in effective things they can do 
incidents of vandalism and develop a peer culture 
including a broken window on among the residents," she 
the front door of the middle said. The meeting was held 
building and a tipped-over April 22 . · 
Coke machine. The other major negative 

Bolin said his department impact, Kiess said, is ·how it 
sees an increase in vandalism affects the Stadium 
every spring because more ·community. 
people are out and about in "The well being of the 
the nice weather. residents and the community 

Generally, most of the is our primary focus, " she 
vandalism housing sees is said. 
minor, such as punched out ' On-campus housing is mor.e 
walls and littering, said Casey than a 'place to live, Kiess 
Kiess, assistant director of explained, ·it is also an 
housing, who is responsible ' educational community .. 
for apartments. "That's where students learn 

'Tm disappointed that we best. from each other," she 
have students . who don't said. 
respect themselves more than Kiess said with increased 
that," Kiess said. awareness among residents, 

Negative impacts of such vandals are more likely to be 
damag~ng acts ai:e not caught because more people 
primarily economic, Kiess are on the look out. 
said. "These things usually 

happen in the middle of the 
night and it takes somebody 
to have known about it or seen 
it to come forward ," Kiess said. 

One Stadium resident, who 
chose to remain anonymous, 
said she thinks the vandalism 
i!l nothing out of the ordinary 
on a college campus with a 
no-alcohol policy. 

"Instead of people being able 
to drink in their rooms they go 
out and get carried away," she 
said. "When they get back to 
housing, they break things 
and hit stuff as their way of 
getting back." 

So far a few people have 
come forward with information 
on possible suspects but none 
of the leads panned out Bofin 
said. 

Kiess said a lot of people do 
not want to rat on their peers· 
but that by not reporting an 
act of vandalism, they are not 
doing themselves or their 
fellow residents any good. 

"I think people who do 
vandalism not only don't 
respect their community but 
don't respect themselves, 
which is unfortunate," Kiess 
said. 

The Stadium RAs would not 
comment on the vandalism, 
but Kiess said they are 
working on trying to find the 
individuals responsible for the 
incidents. 

Thanks, Norwest ... for giving me a break. 
Things can get pretty tight when you're 
putting yourself through college, so I 
appreciate my Norwesr Free 
Checking account. 

All the -benefits with.out the cost. It's 
nice to know there's help out there 
when you're starting out. 
Thanks, Notwest! 
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61 7 W Central Entrance 
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Kenwood Office 
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726-9325 

Downtown Office 
230 W Superior St 

723-2600 
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A UMD student sits in a door at Stadium Apts. The glass·that 
formerly occupied the door was broken by a deadly mix of a 
very strong student and a newspaper vending machine. 

• • limited time offer • good at p!lrticipating Subway® locations 
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Hall. 
Another window in Griggs Halls was 

shot out; with what was presumed to be 
BBs. The s ter remains at large. If you 

to society, call the cops. 1 

soccer game resulted in a ride via squad 
to St. Luke's for another injured i,tu(jent. 

Gold Cross Ambulance assisted a 
student who injured her knee. She was 
taken to St. Luke's for Medical treatment. 

A sick student was taken to Health 
Services for a medical once-over. 

Another sick student went to St. 
Luke's. 

par 
C 

was stolen from an office in Heller Hall. 
A wallet was buncoed from some 

unfortunate student. It contained her ID 
and other stuff. 

A trombone was purloined from the 
RHDC. It was later recovered and the 
thief has been appropriately charged. 

Besides that, computer components 
were pill from the Health Science 
Library. ._ >E ;,n' l'Pll'l!ll'l""IINl!ill""l!'!m""; 

paper dispensers was reported. 

·-WE ARE YOU 
HEADQUARTER 

_7 Nights a Week! 
425 Lake Ave.Sin Canal Park, 722-4724 

AMPUS 
GRANDMA'S 
SPORTS 

30% Off 
· Jacket Sale 

UMD Bulldog Shop 
Hours: 

Monday-Friday 
9:00-4:30 
Saturday 
11:00-3:00 

(Sale merchandise may vary from styles shown) 

726-8520 www.umdstores.com 

APPLY NOW! 
BE A CAMPUS TOUR GUIDE 

APPLICATIONS FOR 1998-99 

The admissions office is looking for responsible, enthusiastic students with . 
good communication skills to serve as volunteer-Tour Guides for the 1998-99 
academic year. 

Campus tours are given to prospective students and parents Monday through 
Friday at 10:00 am and 2:00 pm and at periodic special events. Being a tour guide 
requires a commitment of about two hours per week. 

A position as an Academic Office Tour Guide allows you to meet a wide 
variety of people, strengthens your leadership skills, and provides you with valuable 
and significant experience on7 ur resume. • 

Questions? Contact Scott Shulz, 726-8819 
Applications available in Admissions, campus Center 23 or Kirby 

Information Desk. Application Deadline: May 1st, 1998 
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1·nstructors and ·students alike may be breaking copyright laws 
By Eddie Kalombo 
Staff Writer 

Dr. Dan Donnelly, multimedia Donnelly said copyright 
consultant at the Digital assures authors the right to 
Media Center on the Twin their original expression, but 

It may sound surprising to Cities campus. encourages others to build 
the majority, but there are Donnelly stressed that freely upon the ideas and 
plenty of instructors breaking '· permission is required for any information conveyed by a 
the law in the classroom. reproduction , preparation, work. 

Case in point, ·an instructor , distribution in q:>pies or phono "Only the author or 
cannot print anything in their records and anY. public publisher, depending on the 
department, unless it is a performance or display of any case, has exclusive rights to 
product of their own work, copyrighted work. do and authorize others to 
without the written consent of Copyright is a form of build upon their work as they 
the author or publisher. protection provided by the please," Donnelly said. 

This rule does not exist in United States (title 17, U.S. Howevr r , during the 
law, but it is one of the many · code) to the authors of Conference On Fair Use 
Fair Use regulations in place . "original works of authorship." Process, certain guidelines 
whereby each instructor must This includes literary, were produced in order to 
ob ta in d e part m e ri ta l dramatic, musical, artistic and provide limitations on the 
permission before providing certain other intellectual . exclusive rights of copyright 
copies of someone's hard labor works. This protection is holders . 
to their pupils. available to both published These guidelines serve to 

This was just one of the and unp4blished work. provide rules on the 
issues raised during a "The purpose of copyright - application of fair use 
w o r ks h o p e n t i t l e d protection is not to reward the principles by educational 
"Doc um en ta ti on vs. labor of authors, but rather to institutions, educators, 
Incarceration: Copyright and promote the , progress of scholars and students who 
the Internet" presented in the science and useful arts," he wish to use copyrighted works 
UMD School of Medicine by s·aid. for distance education under 

the fair use rather· than seek 
authorization from copyright 
owners for non-commercial 
purposes. 

Donnelly said the fair use 
guidelines pertain only to 
copyrighted materials . 

Donnelly made the point 
that all digital material may be 
easily acquired without 
permission because 
technology cannot prevent 
people from downloading your. 
work and put it to their own 
use. 

He advised that in order for 
one to protect their digitized 
work, one must limit access to 
their particular site by the 
usage of passwords, codes, or 
even by limiting the access to 
only those in their class - this 
way one · can control the 
population that has access to 
their work. 

Protection can also be, 
accomplished by using a 
copyrigfit notice on one's page 

in order to warn one's users as 
to what type of usage is 
allowed. 

Donnelly went as far as 
saying that Walt Disney logos 
or cartoon characters are not 
allowed to anyone's use, the 
same pertains to successful 
Fox television shows especially 
"The Simpsons" and "King of 
the Hill ." 

"If these logos are used by 
anyone they will get caught 
and be warned to stop before 
any legal actions are taken." 

Donnelly concluded by 
saying that public figures are 
not accorded the same privacy 
privileges that civilians enjoy. 

For more information visit 
the Copyright Permission 
Center home page at 
http://www.umn.edu/printi 
ng/html/copyr.html or 
contact Ruth Vittorio at 726-
7193 in the UMD printing, 
Grap hics and photocopy 
services. 

College Students 

College Assistance Now ... LfV'6MUSfC 
· Every W~ekend 

... Job Skills For Tomorrow. 
Ii you·re :ock.~g for help pa~ing for college c?.-qienses. consider the benefits of joining tl:e 

.\Iinnescta .·\nny ~ational Guard. For just a few days a month and a few weeks a year, you can = 
up to $27,COO in .:allege assistance. 

~t 's not _ah. You 11 receive training in one of 300 different job slcills that you can use ll a civilian 
career after you graduate . .\lake the decision that pays off toeay and tomorrow. CALL ~OW: 

1-800-GO-GUARD 
MINNESOTA 

. ,~ ;YOU 
~ -CAN 

t 

i- PSSSST: 
~: Tonight At The Tap Room 
,Jr 

;s::: Ladies Drink FREE 
,e\\ , From 9-1 I 

kQO':I· €,'llet":/\J With A College I D 
' No Cups After 10 30. So Get Here Early 

-baby bottle suck o 

let's make a deal & more -limbo contes 

-Friday 4-7pm 
Outdoor Lakeshore Deck 

OPENING SO r Join Us Sunday, May 3 
for the 

Aerosmith Partf starting at 3,m! 
Schooner's Nightclub 250 Canal Park Dr. 

727-8821 Located in the Canal Park Inn 

Graduate School? 

Make the transition easy. 
The McNair Scholars Program at The College of St. Scholastica 

prepares students for entrance into graduate school by focusing on: 
' 

• Sti~nds to do research • Faculty mentoring 
• Workshops to get you 

into graduate school 
• FREE GRE prep classes 
• Off-campus research opportunities 

Program Requirements: 
• Income eligibility • First-generation college student 
• Junior or Senior • 

To become a McNair Scholar, call 723-5932 today! 



Thursday, April 30, 1998 

1998 Student ·Association Election Results 
SA Pr~sident ............... Dan Bart 
CLA Senator ............... Abby Flottemesch 
CSE Senator . \ .......... Eddie Kalo~bo, Syed Rahman 
SBE Senator .......... .' ..... to be determined 
SFA Senator .. -... · ........... to be determined 
CEHSP Senator ............ to be determined 
Medical School Senator . . . . . . to be determined . . 
Graduate School Senator . . . . . to be determined · 
University College Senator ... to be determined 

Representatives at Large: 
Chris House, Nicole Anderson, Kristin Bye, Mindy Swanson, Jessica Gebhart, Lisa 
Porter, Melanie Lamprecht, Nicholas Skapyak, Tammy Koob, Virginia Nelson, Phil 
Kurpis, Karen Sowada, Christen Jechorek, Kyle W. Irving, Courtney Haskins, 
Chrystie Carlson - more to be announced. 
Ballot Referendum (Should SA be disbanded?) -- Yes= 88, No= 315 
Survey Question (Homecoming Theme) --Take the Plunge 
Survey Question (Should UMD be a wet campus?) -- Yes= 406, No= 97 

LAST NIGHT! 
NIAGARA NIAGARA §:39 

6:30 Ma Vie En Rose 
Starts Friday 

Virsiaia Weolf's Mrs. Dallowa 
Music In The Green Room 
Friday & Saturday 10:15,.•ri:-Hall 

(218)727-7585 

iUll ~~VICI · 
(~ 

llcoRnt:RSt;OOe Accredited by the f ,r:::--, p~csehool .. . N d al A ad eh,U>C~lle cehtell inc. • on c emy 
A:.. . L~fu •r;JJ-Zl.~T .. • ••• of Early Childhood E) '"'1 ll\ ,,,: 1"'1 f., '"' {l t d · P h Ch h b ·1ct· ) Programs -

Sen·ing UMD Families & Community Families 
Full-Time & Part-Time Slots 6 \\-eeks to school a!.!e 

\lnnday-Friday 7: I 5am-6pm 
"A PROGRAM TO A,fEET THE TOTAL 

NEEDS OF CHILDREN" 
1015 E. 11th St. Duluth, MN 728-3150 

LAKE SUPERIOR BREWING 
Watch for 

**Non-Returnable Micro-Kegs** 
Coming soon to a liquor store near you. 
Same_ fresh draught beer, same package, 

same easy handling 
BUT NO DEPOSIT! 

Micro-Kegs of LSB Beers are available at several area liquor stores. 
Visit us at the brewery located in Fitger's Shopping Complex. Please call for our tour schedule 

Phone: 720-3491 

The UMD Department of Geography 
with substantial support from the office of the Chancellor, the Tweed Museum of Art, and additional 
cooperation from the Center for Community and Regional Research, the Office of Equity Education 

and Services, the Department of Women's Studies, and the UMD College of Liberal Arts 

presents: 

Cindi Katz, Ph.D 
Associate Professor and Chair of Environmental Psychology 

City University of New York 

/ 

speaking on: 

On the Grounds of Globalization 
A Topography_for Political ~ngagement 

from Sudan to New York 

Thursday, May 7, .6:00 P.M. 
Tweed Museum Lecture Gallery 

Dr. Katz has published widely in the areas of urban, environmental, and political geography, with a particular emphasis on environ-
mental issues concerning women and children of color in Sudan and New York City. She has edited the collection Full Circles· 

Geographies of Women Oyer the Life Course, and has two forthcoming single-author books, titled Disintegrating Developments· 
Global Economic Restructuring and the Struggle over Social Reproduction and Fieldwork Her numerous articles have appeared in a 
wide variety of geography, psychology, environmental studies, urban studies, and cultural studies journal and books as well as edited 
collections such as Making Worlds· Gendec Metaphoc Materiality (University of Arizona Press). Feminist Dilemmas io Field Research 

(Westview Press), Cool Places· Geographies of Youth Culture (Routledge), Place and the Politics of Identity /Routledge), and 
Marxjsm jn the Postmodern Age· Confronting the New World Order (Guilford). Dr. Katz is also a founding book review editor for 

Gender, Place and Culture: A Journal of Feminis_t Geography, an associate editor of the Annals Association of American Geogra-
phers, a past editor of Children's Environment Quarterly, and currently sits on the editorial boards of Environment and Planning D: 

Society and Space, Antipode: A Radical Journal of Geography, Social Text, and Capitalism/Nature/Socialism. She is a past editorial 
board member for The Professional Geographer. 

Audience members are invited to stay for a follow-up discussion immediately following Dr. Katz's public address. She will also be available by 
appointment for meetings with interested individuals on Friday May 8. Contact the Department of Geography at 726-6300 or 726-6246 ior more 

information or to schedule an appointment. 

7 ~--~---~-~-------. 
I Slip of the Pen I 
I nnm1n•• Like old trees in a forest, I I journalism programs seem to I 
I 

be rotting and crashing to the I 
ground across the Northland. 

·• First we had the retirement of I 
I. journalism icon Howard ·I 

Martz, thus leading to this I being the last quarter of the I 
I journalism minor at UMD. I 

Though this scared us at the I I UMD Statesman because we 

I will have to train all of our I 
writers, it did not wake the I I _ . public to the issue. !nstead 

I Stephanie we have waited until the I 
· Promethean, the University of I I Engelberth Wisconsin-Superior student I I newspaper, was axed to raise 

a stink. I I Though the Promethean was conducted as a class I and is somewhat different from the UMD Statesm8.9-, I 
I it still served the purpose of giving students some I 

type of newspaper experience. This experience I cannot be duplicated in any kind of class because n9 I 
I student can understand the ramifications of their I 

work until it is printed for thousands of readers to I I peruse and scrutinize. They must learn from their I mistakes as well as their victories through more I 
than just grades. I I But how well can this learning experience function . I if there is no educational basis from which to grow? I 
It is hard to say how the UMD Statesman will I I function when writers cannot even take a basic I journalism writing course. It all falls on the I 

I students and may be too lofty of a job for them to I 
tackle. I Yet again, it is also difficult to understand how I 

I students taking journalism classes at UWS will get I 
. any experience in print journalism, though they do I offer radio experience at the sc~ool station. These I I students will have some basic knowledge of how to I 

write good st0ries for print and might even have I I considerable'knowledg~ in layout deingn and editing I for style, but what good will it do? I 
I It is essential for students to get both an education I 

and some experience. But does this experience have I to come from a student newspaper? Probably not, I 
I but if all students interested in journalism had a I . 

paper to work at they could be afforded better I opportunities to grow professionally. I know that I I I could never walk into a paper downtown with only I 
I 

high school experience and expect to be hired. Here I 
at the UMD Statesman, however, editors often take I on n~w reporters and spend free time helping them I .1 with everything from concise writing to interviewing I 
skills. In the rea,J. world an applicant would be I expected to know all these skills before being hired. I 

This training ground is exactly what college was I I meant to be. Students are encouraged to join any of 1. I a variety of organizations and pursue their interests . 

I by getting involved with people who_ have the same I 
interests. To axe any of these opportunities would I I significantly decrease a student's options for growth. 

I It is becoming increasingly difficult to understand I 
why people view student newspapers insignificant. I I The UMD Statesman employs around 50 students. I Though they may not earn enough money to make it I 
worthwhile, something else fills that I I void-experience. Student newspapers also inform I the stude_nt body about all the events, scandals, I 
people and sports in the school. If students lose I I their greatest opportunity to become informed abotit I I other activities, how will these activities survive? 

I This problem could be traced from two movements I 
in this country. The first is away from print media I I and toward television and Internet media. The . 

I second trend is away from liberal_ arts majors as a I 
whole. Liberal arts majors, including myself, are I I often criticized for not having a real major and not I being able to get a high paying job after college. I 

I 
Despite this feeling, a liberal arts ed cation is as ·,. 
good as anything in computer science. I It is high time we push some of our money that is I 

I being pushed toward science and engineering back I 
to where it came from. Liberal arts-and especially . I journalism-deserve more of a chance to attract and · I 

I retain quality students and faculty, a job that I 
cannot be done if all the supporting elements, 

1
. I including money, are taken away. 

I In Howard we trust. I ·-----------------· 
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UMD gender equity suit 
parties hold a settlement 
conference with no result 
By Ron C. Hustvedt, Jr. 
Staff Writer 

Unlike court dramas on 
television that start and finish 
in less than an hour, UMD's 
class action lawsuit 
concerning gender equity is 
crawling along. 

'The case is where its been 
ever since the University made 
a motion for dismissal ," said 
Steve Sambor&ki, attorney for 
the plaintiffs. · 

The two sides recently met, 
however, in a court ordered 
settlement conference to see if 
there was a way · they could 
resolve the issue out of court. 

'We ·did not reach a . 
settlement," said Lorie Gildea, 
associate general for the 
University. 

Gildea said a court-ordered 
settlement conference is 
common in federal cases such 
as this one. 

Samborski said there has 
been another settlement 
conference date set and the 
two sides will again sit down 
to discuss the possibility of 
resolving the issue. 

"If we do get there, we'll see 
what happens," Samborski 
said. 

'-
Neither Gilc;lea or Samborski 

would comment on the 
substance of the settlement 
talks in the interests of 
remaining confidentiality. 

Gildea said the University's 
denied request that the court 
dismiss the case does not 
mean the University is losing 
or in trouble of losing. 

"The judge did not in his 
ruling criticize the effort- UMD 
is making-he Just ruled that 
he was not going to diSmiss 
the case at this time." 

Gildea said the University's 
recent hiring of a women's 
hockey coach along with the 
addition of the women's 
hockey team demonstrate its 
commitment to enhancing 
opportunities for female 
student athletes. 

"The . decision to add 
women's ice hockey was part 
of a multi-year plan to 
increase . opportunities for 
women. We did not add 
women's ice hockey because of 
the lawsuit," Gildea said. 

Neither Samborski nor 
Gildea could predict when the 
case could go to trial but that 
it would eventually occur 
barring any settlement. 

Ressler: Forensic pathologist 
sheds light on Ramsey murder 
From 1 

After telling the audience 
about Ted Bundy, who passed 
himself off as a police officer 
and committed 35 homicides, 
Ressler cautioned everyone to 
not be overly trusting, even of 
someone who is wearing a 
badge. 

Once Ressler was "forgotten" 
while interviewing serial killer 
Ed Kemper in his jail cell, and 
said he went from "research to 
hostage negotiation mode." 

When the guard finally came 
and let Ressler out, he said he 
asked the guard two 
questions, "Where is the 
nearest bar?" and "Where is a 
store that sells men's 
underwear?" 

One case Ressler retold 
involved a guy who had 
decided he was going to 
commit mass murder, and 
before hand, killed his mother 
and sister because he loved 
them and did not want them 
to suffer. But, since he hated 
his father he let him live to 
endure the consequences of 
his actions. 

Many students in 
attendance weren't quite sure 
that they would want or q:mld 
deal with Ressler's job. 

"I don't know how anyone 
can go through files of 
mutilation, go to lunch, and 
go back for more," Nelson 
said. 

Ressler taught abnormal 
psychology at Michigan Tech 
before he became a profiler. 

In 1970 Ressler joined the 
FBI Behavioral Science Unit. 

"At that time no one knew 
what the Behavioral Science 
Unit was," Ressler said. 

Now, Ressler said there are 
many jobs in the FBI that 
people aren't aware of 
including dental pathologists, 
sculptors and artists. 

"The field is wide open .and I 
would encourage checking it 
out," Ressler said. 

Ressler, who has been 
working on the JonBenet 
Ramsey case suggested that 
JonBenet was killed 
accidentally and the kidnap~· 
note was part of an "elaborate 
cover-up to divert the police 
away from the crime." 

Many students to~k 
advantage of Ressler after the 
lecture, who made himself 
available to sign his newest 
release, "I Have .Lived In The 
Monster." 

UMD STATESMAN 

Cin·co de 
Mayo! 

SU~AYKIDS DAY---L. -5 Pinata Breaks 
Games Drawings for Prizes 

Coloring Contests 

' 

To: Faculty, Administrators, Staff, and Students 
From: Executive Committee of the Campus Assembly 

Spring Quarter 
Campus_ Assembly Meeting 

Tuesday, May 5, 1998 
Kirby Ballroom B 

1 : 30pm Social/Coffee/Cookies 
2:00-3:30pm Meeting 

An agenda for the meeting and background· material for issues to be discussed 
will be mailed to Campus Assembly members before the meeting. Copies will 
also be placed on file in the library. - Non-members of the Assembly will be 
accorded similar speaking privileges as those enjoyed by members of the 
Assembly, but voting will be conducted according to existing Assembly policies. 

Open 8am to 8pm daily! 
1322 East 4th Street 
Duluth, MN 55805 

(218) 728-0884 
We accept Visa, MasteJcard ~nd Discover 
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Ninth annual Fiesta held at'UMD 

Photo / Christian Sutter 
Dancers lit up the ninth annual Fiesta that was held April 25 in the Kirby Ballroom at 6 p.m. 
The event is held every year as part of Latin American Awareness Month in April. 

psychic 

The UMD 

one dollar ballroo1119µ111 

Commission On Women 
invi tes all faculty. staff, a,id student 
leaders of the campus communi ty to 

' I • , ' I 

CELEBRATING UMD WOMEN 
. Buff et Lunch feqturint J 

~I~~,~~Vlt ,,GtGt\ 
Tuesday, May 12, 1998 

11:30am-1:00pm 
Kirby ·Ballroom 

No charge for the luncheon, BUT reservations must be made by May I. 
Reply to Dee Charles (access@d.umn.edu) 
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Hansen named Business 
Person of the Year 
By Kurt Nesbitt 
Staff Writer 

UMD graduate Elaine S. 
Hansen has been named 
School of Business "Business 
Person of the Year" for 1998. 

"She was an excellent 
candidate," said Kjell 
Knudsen, dean of SBE. 
"Elaine Hansen is a graduate 
of accounting. She has given 
countless hours to UMD and 
the School of Business and 
Economics, so I felt this was 
an excellent choice." 

She has had a very public 
career since she left UMD in 
the late l 970's. 

In the spclJl of her career, 
she has served as treasurer of 
Minnesota Technology, Inc., 
and served as staff auditor 
and director of audits at the 
Minnesota State Auditor's 
Office. She is also a Certified 
Public Accountant. 

She is a member of the 
Board of . Directors for the 
Minnesota Society of Certified 
Public Accountants, serves on 
the Academic Advisement 
Board for the Department of 
Accounting and has been 
helping UMD students find 
interim positions and jobs . 

Hanson also stood out in 
her years at UMD. 

"She always showed interest 
in class, she came to class 
prepared and $he came to 
class," said Larry Sych, head 
and associate professor of 
UMD's Department of 
Accounting, who taught 
Hansen in accounting classes. 

On a different note, Hansen 
was also very valuable to UMD 
in pursuit of the new library. 

"She was very helpful when 
we were down . · at the 
Legislature," said Vice 
Chancellor of Finance and 
Operation Greg Fox. 

Three ways. 
to beat 

the high cost 

., . 

of college. 
1. The Montgomery 

GIBill 
2. Student loan 

repayment 
3. Patt-time 

Income 
The Army Reserve Alternate Training Program is a smart way to pay 

for college. · 
First if you qualify. the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with 

over S7.000 for current college expenses or approved vo/ tech training. 
Second. if you have-or obtain-a qualified student loan not in 

default you may get it paid off at the rate of 15% per year or $1,500. which-
ever is greater. upto a maximum ofSI0.000. Selected military skills can 
double that maximum. 

Third. you can eam part-time money in coTiege. and here's how it 
works: One summer you take Basic Training. and the next summer you 
receive skill training at an Army school. You 11 earn ove~ S 1,600 for Basic 
and even more for skill training. Then you11 attend monthly meetings at an 
Annv Reserve unit near your college. usually one weekend a month plus 
two weeks a year. You'll be paid over$107 a weekend to start. It's worth 
thinking about. Giveusacall: Call: 722-7832 i(l Duluth 

_ or visit us on the web. 
BE ALL l'OU CAN BE: 

ARMY RESERVE 
www.goarmy.com 

FREE STAMP 
when you buy.a 

Mother's Day Card 
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l~UMD STATESMAN-I 
--- EDITORIAL BOARD MEMBERS ---, 
Melanie Myers • Editor In Chief 
Kory Steil • Managing Editor 

It's time to pay attention 
I pose to you a serious challenge. If you take me 

up on it, I hope to read about all your wonderful 
activities in the UMD Statesman long after 1 leave 
here this year. · 

I challenge you to get involved in your campus, to 
learn more about the ~ssues that affect you and to 
take some initiative to understand and to change. It 
is a tall order, but one that-can be easily met. 

This week, the _ UMD student body elected 
themselves a new Student Association President. 
Dan Bart will hopefully rise to the goal set by SA to 
represent student interests. According to the 
statement on the top of the SA web page, "The UMD 
Student Association is the official voice of the 
student body of the University of Minnesota Duluth. " 
If ~at is the goal, I think we need some follow 
through. Judging from the attendance at Monday's 
Presidential debate and the participation in the 
election, few students at UMD care , about or 
understand the topics that SA fights for. 

'The problem, however, is two sided. While it is true 
that students may not care, reciprocally, they are 
not given a reason to care. That might indicate that 
SA is not acting in its fullest capacity as the voice of 
the student body. 

Admittedly, SA has not been very visible this year. 
Aside from working on the . boycott of teaching 
evaluations in recent weeks, there is little concrete 
evtdence of the impact they have made as an 
organization this year. There were few issues this 
year that the campus knew about. Posting the 
minutes of meetings does little to involve the 
campus. And, judging from the minutes, SA did not 
really attach themselves to one primary "issue that 
makes a difference in our lives. Even their attitude 
seems to be one of little interest in their own 
organization. A referendum on the ballot for the 
recent election stated, "Shall the UMD Student 
Association, being a puppet of, and a justification for 
the University of Minnesota Administration be 
disbanded forever?" If they take · such a flippant 
attitude toward their own organization, why should 
the students care? 

So, perhaps their lack of visibility and initiative 
kept them at arms length from the student body. An 
unfortunate consequence when you again consider 
their goal. ,If they claim to be the voice, one would 
reckon that they should find some people to 
represent. Few students on campus realize that each 
college has a representative . that they can talk to 
about pressing issues. It just is not publicized, and 
in a transient campus environment, knowledge of 
organizations like SA can never be assumed. 

_ However, it takes a lot of pieces to make a 
complete puzzle. The student body is a major piece, 
and without their participation, SA really does not 

· have any cause to find issues. There are • 
representatives for each school or college and several 
representatives at large. The SA office is located in 
the Kirby Student Center. See the election results in 
the News Section this week to find out who will 
represent yo)-1. next year. 

Student representation is a two way street. First, 
SA needs to take stands, be more visible and fmd 
issues that make students excited. Students need to 
give them something to talk about. 

Melanie Myers 
Editor in Chief 

Letters to the editor policy 
Leners to the editor in the UMD STATESMAN are lo provide an open forum for readers. Letters must be 

typed, double--spaced and signed with the author' s name, year in school, coUege and phone number for 
verification purposes. Letters sent over e-mail must be signed and verified by the author in person. The 
UMD STATESMAN e-mail address is sl8leSma@d.umn.edu. 

Non-students should include identifying information such as occupation or residency. Anonymous and 
form lelleR will 1lOl be published. 

Leum should be brief ai,d should not exceed 300 words. The deadline for letters is no laterthan Tuesday 
at 1. 2 p.m. for Thursday publication. The UMD STATESMAN the right to edit for clarity. length, 
obscenity and potentially libelous material. LelleR are published on a first-come first-served basis and 
become property of the UMD STATESMAN and will not be returned, 

Opinions expressed in the UMD STATESMAN are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, staff 
orlhe University of Minnesota. 

The UMD STATESMAN and the University of Minnesota are equal opportunity employers and 
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1-LETTERS TO THE EDITQR- 1
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Student contributions 
outside of Student 
Association should be 
recognized 
Dear Editor, 

Dear Editor, 

I am responding to the 
article "SA awards the brilliant 
among us with· annual 
awards." It was about an 
annual set of awards given to 
students and faculty who help 

Lately student apathy has the campus in exceptional 
been an issue around campus. ways. SA sponsors the 
Aq:ording to some SA awards, · and sits on the 
members and a certain committees deciding the 
Statesman staff member, UMD. awards. 
students are not as involved As I began to read the 
as with the school as they article , I thought it was a great 
sh_ould be. We all need to get idea that exceptional students 
off of our bar stools before we were being recognized , and I 
fall off. I do not think that commended SA for their 
anyone has a right to lecture efforts · in this matter. This 
the student body on student commendation ceased , 
apathy. however, when I read who won 

Recently, the SA Awards the awards. It seemed that the 
were given out. Most of the only people to win the student 
awards went to SA members. awards were SA members. 
What about students who are . This seems a little unfair. The 
involved with the school, but committee that sponsors the 
not in SA? awar~s gives the awards to 

I am a freshman at UMD. r themselves? If -these awards 
have only been at this school mean anything, and I believe 
for about eight months. So far they do, then all UMD 
I p.ave joined the service students must be given a fair 
sorority on campus, sat on chan_ce at receiving the 
committees to better the awards. Themostnotableiack 
community, was awarded a of fairness is exemplified in 
service award during winter one of the winners of the Sieur 
quarter and I am currently du Luth award, Mark Dixon. 
going through the-motions to Seeing that he was the chair 
start an organization on of the UMD Awards 
campus called GLADD (Greek Committee, and that he also 
Leaders Against Destructive just happened to win one of 
Decisions) . Not too shabby for the top honors, I contest that 
someone who has been here · there may be more going on 
for less than three quarters. with the decisions for the 

I was nominated for the winners than complete 
Leadership Award through SA fairness and strict lack of bias. 
and was disappointed when I Now, I am not saying that 
did not receive it. Then, none of the SA members who 
someone p·ointed out to me won the awards deserved 
that almost aU of the winners them, but I am saying that it 
of the awards were involved in is completely ridiculous and 
SA. highly unethical to have a 

Instead of telling UMD · committee presenting awards 
students what they· are doing to an entire campus also have 
wrong, why don't we start the ability to award these 
recognizing those who are awards to themselves. Even if 
contributing outside of the the winners of the awards 
Student Association? were truly the best nomin~es, 

Jenie Kunza 
Freshmen, CLA 

Recent awards 
spQnsored by Student 
Association are cause 
for suspicion 

the fact that there is even a 
chance the awards would not 
be giver,i in fairness is 
unacceptable. These awards 
are -supposed to be 
prestigious, so the chance of 
favoritism' and lack of true 
objectivity must be totally · 
avoided. Just as I would be 
very suspicious if Ed 
McMahon or Dick Clark won 

the Publishers Clearing House 
Sweepstakes, I am very 
suspicious of SA having the 
ability to give important 
awards to themselves. It 
seems to indicate a lack of 
fairness to all non -SA 
nominees for the awards and 
a great hypocrisy in the 
committee that is offering, 
supposedly, "campus-wide" 
awards. 

Possible solutions include 
having a non-partisan group 
sponsor the awards, or to 
simply have SA members be 
exempt from winning the 
awards. However, something 
must be done to ensure every 
UMD student of having a fair 
shot at recogni tion of their 
individual greatness. 

Zachary Ryan 
Senior, CLA and CSE 

Student Association 
defends idea for 
boycott 
Dear Editor, 

I would like to take this 
opportunity to talk about the 
Professor Evaluation Boycott 
that is being sponsored by 
UMD Student Association. 
There have been several 
articles written about the 
boycott and the research 
surrounding it. The most 
recent one, an opinion article 
written by John Dolen simply 
shows that opinions are one 
sided, and do not paint an 
accurate picture. 

I have been working on the 
issue of releasing professor 
evaluation data to students 
since fall quarter. Student 
Association conducted a 
survey of students, a survey of 
instructors, met with faculty 
and ,administration , and 
formed a committee to 
continue investigating the 
issue. During this time, the 
University of Minnesota 
Senate ·approved release of 
professor evaluations on a 
voluntary basis. Though not 
affiliated with this movement, 
UMDSA did use some of the 
information gathered by the 
Senate. 

Letters to 11 
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Depression c~n strike even i.n the spring sunshine 
By Nicholas Olson 
Opinion Writer '· 

students are the most impressionable. 
Students begin stressing over what 
seems to be mountains of 

The truth is out there. There are a assignments. Sometimes they reach 
mere two weeks of classes before out for help , but most times they try to 

· finals. Do you know where your brain • brush it oft. Tp.at is where they run 
is? into problems. 

Now here comes the hard part. Over A person who is depressed needs a 
time we have all attempted to progress friend who can see that things are not 
in college to a point of graduation. The so hot. Sometimes they talk about 
hard part to handle is trying not to fall skipping classes, soon it is dropping 
along the wayside. I am talking about classes, taking an "F" in a class and 
stress and depress{on. then telling you that they will make it 

UMD Health Services is offering up later. 
assistance to anyone who feels the Some students begin to shun- their 
pressure of classes, homework and friends . They start drinking a lot more 
outside distractions are too much to or start fights for no real reason. Soon 
handle. Through counseling and they end up on bad terms with their 
support groups, an individual can boyfriend or girlfriend and they sink 
come out of theiJ.: "funk" and get back deeper into depression. At this point 
on track. The only problem is getting we n~ed . to start taking mental notes 
help. about their behavior. 

Getting diagnosed is not easy. Over People come to college for a reason. 
the past five years I have read about They want to better themselves. When 
and met people that just could not depression hits, their will to go on 
handle college. Instead of asking for starts to · wain and they end up 
·help, which is more difficult than you quitting. 
would think, they dropped out or, even Watching for tell-tale . signs of 
worse, committed suicide. This depression are not always easy 
behavior is usually prominent in the because you may have limited contact 
frrst couple of years of schooling when with a person. Sometimes asking them 

questions can help the process. A 
person may begin drinking more or 
begin experimenting with drugs . Some 
tum to cigarettes or sit around their 
house all day watching television. 
Anyway you look at it, these people 
need help. 

Identification of depression is. 
difficult and diagnosis should be left to 
professionals. Sometimes we start to 
see signs that are not really there. Do 
not jump to conclusions, start piecing 
the puzzle together. 

Some of the signs of depression can 
be easy to identify. Skipping classes, 
drinking more, using drugs to escape 
reality, sleeping a lot or not sleeping at 
all. Sometimes a depressed person will 
stop eating or start eating constantly, 
trying to make up for what they 
consider faults . 

Jf you see signs of depression in 
people you should contact a health 
professional. 

Depression is something you need to · 
watch out for in yourself. At first you 
may think you are just tired or groggy. 
Then you make excuses for acting 
strange. What you must realize, if you 
are feeling depressed, is that you are 
becoming chemically imbalanced and 

that it will not just go· away. Facing 
the problem or asking for help is the 
best route to take. 

If you are feeling depressed just 
knowing that there is help can make a 
·world of difference. Remember that 
you have friends and family and that 
even the University has ways to help 
you along. You are not alone in this . 

As a friend you have to understand 
that when your friends are depressed 
they can become angry or dismissive 
in social situations. They can also try 
to make you think that they are 
alright. Just asking them may not get 
you what you want to hear: sometimes 
their-cries for help go unnoticed. · 

What about treatment? Counseling 
through the Health Services is 
available as well as peer counseling. 
There is also testing and prescription 
drugs. Sometimes it is as simple as 
talking and having someone to listen 
to your problems without judging you. 
Even your professors can be of help. 

Treatment has to begin somewhere. 
UMD Health Services has a counseling 
staff to assist and they can be reached 
at 726-7913. Remember, you are not 
alone. 

Students and teachers alike should spring forward 
By Bill Lahr 
Opinion Writer 

weekend? 

The spring slide is upon us, and I do 
not think it could have come at a 
worse time. 

The past week, most students at 
UMD indulged in skipping classes to 
sit outside and soak up some rays. 
Even the professors got antsy. and 
allowed class~s to be held outside. 
Many might have forgotten that school 
even existed. It is a travesty that 
Duluth does not confer with our 
professors as to when she will spring 
full of warmth. 

important thing, at least for a few 
more weeks. It is not until after finals 
that we can really·relax and enjoy our 
last few summers of freedom. 

School should riot be something we 
are forced to hate because we are 
forced to remain inside while it is 75 
degrees outside. Here we sit on the tip 
of Lake.Superior. We have the wilds of 
nature all around and very few 
months of snow-free weather allow us 
to enjoy it. It is not frequent that 
students get to enjoy the fabulous 
Lakewalk and other outdoor activities . 
Chalk this winter up to El Nino. 

complain about the workload assigned 
to them, but faculty should take a 
similar liberty and understand why 
students might slide around this time 
of year-not that it is acceptable. For 
students, the option to be outside 
relieves stress and tension. All of us 
could use a break from reality every 
once in a while. 

After being cooped up in our dorm 
rooms and houses, otherwise known 
as our caves, we have come out of 
hibernation and decided to enjoy what 
warm weather Duluth allows for such 
a minimal amount of time. But, why is 
our city so cruel? And why must it 
have such ill timing? 

Does Duluth not understand that we 
have midterms to take, papers to write 
and books that need to be read? Why 
must Duluth torture us with 75 degree 
days during the week and then throw 
her Hoth-like chills on us during the 

There is a lesson to be learned in all 
of this. As much as we love to spend 
all day in the sun, nothing will get 
done if we do so. College students are 
notorious for procrastinating and the 
beautiful weather intensifies the 
situation beyond a reasonable 

As much as the outdoors is a 
serious lure, school is still the most 

My suggestion is to take some time 
to enjoy the warm weather while it 
lasts. For faculty , it will make them 
realists that life is not lived in a 
nutshell . Students should not 

Remember it is still the stndents' job 
to get the assignments done on time, 
do .the best we can and make progress 
towarc,l academic · excellence. The 
spring slide should not be an excuse 
for not getting homework done: it 
should be used as relaxation. 

So break out the blades, the burgers 
and the grill. Have some fun , and 
everyone remember your jobs while 
you lay in the sun. 

From 10 

The results of the student 
survey showed that over 92 
percent of students want the 
data collected from the 
evaluations released. Since 
UMDSA represents the 
interests of the student body, 
we continued our study. When 
we went to survey the 
instructors, we also included a 
copy .of a proposed form that 
could be used for release to 
students. The best option to 
get information 'on the survey 
and the proposed form was a 
mail survey. 

In his opinion, Dolen claims 
that the reason only l 7 out of 

, l 00 professors returned the 
survey was because there was 
too much other mail. 

A random sampling means 
that not all professors will . 
receive a survey, as Mr. Dolen 
seems to think. As he 
reported , 2 out of 5 professors 
received the survey, which is 
about right. If a professor 
loses a survey, that seems to 
show lack of interest. There 
was no deadline on the 
survey. 

If all of the professors that 
Dolen interviewed agreed that 
the current forms have no 
Oe.xibility, then they should 
support the efforts of SA, 

because we are trying to 
change them. In SA's recent 
survey of professors 85 
percent surveyed said the 
forms should be changed. If 
the form is not meeting 
students needs or professors 
needs, then why do we fill 
them out? 

The beliefs of Professor Tom 
Bacig and Dolen are false. 
The UMD administration and 
the UEA did bend after the 
announcement of the boycott. 
One of the reasons SA decided 
to boycott was because the 
above groups would not bend. 
Therefore, I believe that the 

· boycott did . succeed, even 
though it has not even 
happened yet. Since the 
announcement of the boycott, 
UEA and UMD administration 
representatives have been 
meeting with SA members to 
work out an agreement. . 

If students can see the 
results of the evaluations, 
survey results show that they 
would be more apt to fill the 
forms out honestly. If students 
gain release of evaluation 
information, I feel that it 
would only create a better 
evaluation system. 

I believe that one form can 
be used to meet both 
administration/union and 
student needs. By reducing 

the number of questions, 
proyiding for comments on 
those questions, and having 
students , help develop 
questions , .both sides will 
benefit. Currently no students 
help develop the questions on 
the form . · 

Jeff Isaacson 
Senior, CLA 

Not all students are 
respectful in computer 
labs · 

Dear Editor, 

This letter is in response to 
the April 16 letter to the editor 
by Dave . Sadowslq. In his 
letter he complains about not 
being allowed into a computer 
lab becaus.e there was class 
using it at the time. I can 
understand that if the lab is 
not full he may want to quietly 
go sit at a computer and send 
an e-mail or whatever. I quote 
from his letter, "What is wrong 
with me coming in there 
during a class. What am I 
going to do? Suddenly yell ... or 
get involved in the class 
discussion? No. As college 
students most of us know 
enough to be re~pectful in 
classes and to other people in 
the labs." 

As a . Graduate Teaching 
Assistant, all I have to say is 
speak for yourself. I am sure 
that you personally are or 
would be respectful of the 
class that is being conducted 
at the time. It seems though, 
in the ~ngineering Lab at 
least, that the students who 
use the lab believe it is their 
right to use the computers 
whenever they want and to 
consult fellow students across 
the lab in whatever manner 
they see fit . On many 
occasions during the quarter, 
I have had to put up with 
students sitting , and 
sometimes even standing in 
groups around a computer in 
the center of the lab 
discussing some problem, 
making no attempt to even 
whisper. When I ask them to 
please sit down and keep 
quite, I· get reactions ranging 
from a short term attempt to 
be considerate, to dirty looks, 
to just completely ignoring me. 
Most times the lab attendants 
are very helpful (and· I thank 
them), some even state how 
they despise working in that. 
one lab and gladly ask the 
disruptive student(s) to keep 
quiet or leave. 

In addition, there have been 
students in the class who 
have come in late, have not 

been able to get a computer 
and sat quietly in the back 
trying to take notes. The last 
person in tl1at lab I asked to 
give up their computer for a 
student in the class crashed 
the computer, instead of 
simply quitting his 
application, mumbled some 
things under his · breath and 
stomped out of the lab. I 
would like to remind that 
person, and also Mr. 
Sadowski, that these students 
are paying a fee for this 
specific course, because it 
demands the use of a 
computer. 

While I do agree with many 
of the points made in Mr. 
Sadowski's letter, I have to 
admit that I am in favor of 
keeping other students out of 
the labs when it has been 
reserved by a class. I have not 
had this problem in other 
labs, so I am sure that a vast 
majority of the students at 
UMD are capable of being 
respectful · of a class in 
session, but I will not feel bad 
in the least if students are no 
longer allowed into the labs 
during classes. I guess my 
Dad was right, that a few bad 
seeds can ruin it for everyone. 

Dave Burress 
Graduate Student, CSE 
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'THE BETROTHED' 
. 

PROMISES · HILARIOUS FUN 
By Chris Myers 
Staff Writer 

"If you come to experience this 
play, you will have a lot of fun, " said 
playwright Dr. Jon Beny of his new 
play "The Betrothed." 

His sentiments proved to be an 
understatement. The UMD Theatre's 
production of "The Betrothed" was 
undoubtedly one of the best comedies · 
to grace UMD's Marshall Performing 
Arts Center in quite some time. 

Dr. Beny, a UMD theatre professor, 
based his play in the 17th century 
commedia dell'arte style of theatre 
which gave actors a scenario to act 
out on stage and allowed for the bulk 
of the performance to be improvised. 
. This kind of acting required actors 

to be extremely _creative and witty in 
order to entertain their audience. 

Audience members can see this 
kind of clever improvisation before 
the play has even begun. 

"The Betrothed" starts off each 
night with an extremely 
unconventional beginning: actors 
roaming ~bout the stage, playing 
around and talking with each other 
and even the audience. 

Audience members aren't even 
really'sure when the play begins, but 
when it does, the audience begins to 
roar. Froin the get-go, "The 
Betrothed" is a pleaser. 

. "The play is bawdy, fun, 
spontaneous, clever ... I couldn't be 
more pleased with these actors and 
also the student designers," said 
director and UMD professor Tom 
Isbell, adding that, "the humor is so 
recognizable." 

It is impossible not to agree with 
Isbell. The production's use of 
running gags draws more than a few 
laughs from the audience and much 
of the play's humor revolves around 
beatings, pratfalls, confusion and 
offbeat, slightly perverse jokes. 

That's right, a better portion of the 
comedy comes from its sexual 

innuendos and role reversals. The 
story of "The Betrothed" goes 
something like this: Gratiana wants 
his sori Oratio to marry Flaminia, but 
Flaminia finds herself in love with the 
fearsome Spavento and Oratio loves 
the Spaniard's sisterlsabella, while 
Pantalone has brought Franceschina 
from Padua to marry the aged 
Pedrolino, even though Franceschina 
has a boyfriend named Arlecchino 
who follows her to Venice hiding in a 
bag, while the servant Smarmeo tries . 

_ to hide the fact that his sister Buffa 
is a woman by giving her a hump, a 
bad wig and false teeth. Got it? 

It doesn't matter if you followed the 
storyline, what's important is that 
your stomach will still purt the next 
morning from laughing so hard . 

"It was a good play. I'm glad I 
came," was all audience membet 
Brad Croft could manage to sa:y 
without taking a breath and relaxing 
his stomach muscles. 

"The eritire process was conceived 
in happiness and fun," claimed cast 
member Andrew Nelson, adding that 
the show was ''complete circus 
playing" and "kind of like a fun 
puzzle." 

Possibly the best feature of the 
production is that there are no stars 
or enormously large parts. 

·."The Betrothed" makes use of its 
ensemble cast to the fullest degree, 
allowing the audience not to get too 
close to the characters so that we can 
still laugh at them. 

Outstanding performances were 
delivered from · each cast member. 
Andrew Nelson shined as the 
effeminate Oratio. Nelson's portrayal 
had the audience in hysterics as he 
sobbed and moped about being 
forced to marry Flaminia, while 

Photo I Christian Sutter 
(Clockwise from top) Jared King, John Larson, Brad Bone and Josie Gagne 
do their part in Dr. Jon Berry's "The Betrothed. " ' 

secretly loving Isabella. Justin Caesar delivers more than his 
Amy Eicher was outstanding as the share of laughs as Pantalone. Caesar 

boyish Isabella in love with Oratio. bripgs just the right timing to his 
At times, Eicher's portrayal is · so character's never-ending one-liners 
strong the audience thinks she must .and asides to the audience. 
just whoop everyone's ass on stage. Matt Skaja keeps the audience 

laughing as Pedrolino, the 
one who spends the whole 
play with a toilet stuck to 
his head. 

Kelly E. Nichols 
captures the down-to-
e arth Franceschina 
remarkably well and 
keeps her character 
likable with a cynical · 
twist. 

Another unique aspect 
of the play is its use of live 
sound effects . Matt 
Anderson gives · live and 
offbeat sound effects 
which add humor to the 
performance, often times 
to the dismay of the 
characters. 

designer and their large crew for 
recreating clothes appropriate for the 
period. 

The costumes give a sense of 
identification to each role and helps 
the audience to dis~inguish to each 
character. 

Oratio's brilliant lavender garb was 
perfect for the girlish role and the 
Spaniards' flaring red and black 
costumes help bring . out their 
machismo. 

All in all, UMD Theatre's 
production of "The Betrothed" is 
incredibly unique and hilarious, with 
credit due to its director, playwright, 
cast and crew and everyone involved 
with its production. 

"Audience responses have been 
very, very positive," claimed Isbell 
about the success of the play. 

Beny added "You should come to 
experience this play because you will 
see some remarkable work by 
performers and tet hnicians at the 
beginning of what promises to be a 
group of remarkable careers." 

The UMD Theatre presents "The 
Betrothed" April 29 - May 2. The fun 
starts at 8 p.m. in the Mainstage 
Theater at the Marshall Performing 
Arts Center. 

Photo/ Christian Sutter 
John' t.arson (right) stuffs a pigeon in Brad Bone's mouth to shut him up. 

The set for the play was 
incredibly real and vivid . 
Credit is most definitely 
due to the set designer 
and construction crew for 
bringing to life a complex 
and integral part of the 
production. 

Hats off to the costume 

Ticket prices range from $6 to $11. 
Reservations can be made by calling 
726-8561. 



Aerosmith's Destination is unknown, 
but what a long, strange trip 

it's been living 'Nine Lives' 
By Tony Bruno 
Staff Writer 

No, I _don't think so." 
Those words said, with a you-

gotta-be-kidding-me tone of voice, 
after I asked Tom Hamilton if 

Aerosmith is getting sick.of the fame and 
fortune they have received from fans. 
Hamilton continued to say, "It's part 
of the whole goal - to do this 
professionally, do It in public and 
get public recognition." 

It's a good thing to leave no 
stone unturned when talking to 
one of the world's most 
celebrated rock 'n' roll bands. 
Not necessarily looking for dirt, 
but to see everything for better 
or for worse. 

So what impresses 
Aerosmith after all they've 
been through? Hamilton said 
he was impressed by the 
mountains he could see outside 
his window in Colorado 
Springs. 

With the Rocky Mountains 
standing in front of Hamilton it 
would. be idiotic not to compare 
the band and the land. How they 
have been weathered by the storms 
life has created, r-0mantic ideas flutter 
when people see them and they're both 
still standing looking as beautiful as 
ever. 

But let's go back to when it all started in 
1970. Joe Peny and Hamiltonhad been playing 
In bands since they were in high school. At the end 
of each summer they would break-up the band and 
both would go back to school. 

"He was a summer kid up where I lived. Finally 
when we were both out of high school in 1970 we 
both realized we didn't have to break-up the band at 
the end of the summer," Hamilton recounted. "We 
moved to Boston. Meanwhile, Steven had, sort of 
come to the end of the line in a string of bands he 
was in that weren't progressing. 

"He saw us at this place called The Barn up in 
New Hampshire. It was something different for him 
and he decided he wanted to get together and play 
with us .. . Which was cool, because Joe and I had 
been going to see his bands for quite a while. They 

lly great bands. So we got together In 
at's pretty much it." 

Fro Hamilton, Perry, Steven 
Joey Kra 
million 
world, rele 
awards. 

The People' 
band, which th 
"There's really no p 
a lot of these ind us 
very happy for every 
industry, but I think the 
more pure and down to ear 

"You can't have public relati 
record company calling every single 
votes , because it's the real people out 
the country.'1 

Hamilton didn't realize Aerosml 
together .for so long when they first c 
"I think back then I thought, 'When I was 
doing something normal. · Probably 
anymore. Probably noJ living this kin 
because I didn't want to. I just figured tha ' 
much all the time you get:" 

Aerosmith's time in the spotlight Is exceptiona, 
but with the good comes the bad. Bt;lng rock stars 
means people are going to talk and that's when 
rumors start. Hamilton couldn't think of a rumor he 
would like to dispel about the band . So I asked him. 
about the last time Aerosmith was in Duluth. More 
specifically, if they remember trashing the hotel 
room. 

"It's been a long time· since we did any of those 
hotel room shenanigans," Hamilton said. "It's not 
really in style anymore. If we do anything, we do it 
discreetly.'' 

But let it be clear, when Hamilton said, " ... We do 
it discreetly," it has nothing to do wit:p drugs. 

Aerosmith will be pe1iorming to a sold-out 
crowd at the Duluth Entertainment and 

Convention Ce11ter on May 3. 

"Nine Lives" was the first studio album for 
Colombia after they amiably i,eparated from Geffen. 
The stresses of working on the record, which they 

usually go through on every album, resulted in 
events where they made mistakes with each 

other by Hamilton's own admission. 
"We created distance from each other 

and we saw it affecting the chances of 
the band staying together. So we 
decided we needed to have a place to 

go where we'd. be away from 
everything and where we could just 
talk it out and scream it out. 

"We needed somebody who 
was really good, as a sort of 
facilitator to help us out. It 
happened to be this guy who 
was the head of this place in 
California that happened to be 
a drug rehab. So we went there 
for that purpose and there was 
no drug treatment going on." 

"Nine Lives" also had two 
producers in Glen Ballard 
(Alanis Morissette) and Kevin 
Shirley (Silverchair). but 
because of Ballard's other 

commitments he couldn't see the 
project through. 

"First of all it was inspiring to 
work with both of those guys," said 

Hamilton. "Glen likes a more 
methodical detailed digital approach-

and Kevin was very much ... record 
analog and go In there and keep It simple 

and play live. I 
"Both ways are fun ways to make a record, 

It Just so happened that It worked out for this 
one we did with Kevin. " 

Part of the separation agreement with Geffen was 
Aerosmlth would give them a live album, which 
they're presently working on, scheduled to be out 
later this year. 

A resounding "Yes" came from Hamilton's mouth Aerosmith will be recording their concert In 
when asked If the band was totally drug-free. Duluth as they have been doing at past concerts on 

But that's not what Tim Collins, their manager for this tour to complete the Jive album. 
12 years, thought when he hinted towards drug What they Jove about playing live Is "Just the 
relapse to the media after he was fired from the communlcation ... the whole tribal gathering thing 
band. with the audience," Hamilton said . 

Hamilton has his own idea why Collins made "It's about forgetting all the bullshit you've been 
such a comment. '.'.My theory Is that his ego couldn't through all week and just hearing songs. Everybody 
handle the fact the band didn't want to work with . knows what It feels like when certain songs really 
him any more. It was not acceptable for him to say, affect you. And hearing them live just magnifies the 
'Look I pushed too far In certain ·ways, In certain • whole thing." 
areas of our business relationship and they didn't Before concerts Aerosmlth and 

fan's it.' " so they can get 

ey m er th . id , e 
believe In you guys Jong-term, we think you're great 
and we think you are going to be around for a Jong 
tJme, so we'd like you to come back to Colombia.' 

"We had to go back to Geffen and say, 'y\'ell this 
is what Colombia says, what do you say?' And 
Geffen was a little bit less committed to us as In 
Jong term. Plus our old catalog [of songs) Is there.'' 

Hamilton doesn't think Geffen was losing faith . 
He explained, "Colombia had obviously made a 
decision that they were going to make an over-the-
top offer to us. And I think Geffen probably thought, 
'Wow, we really like these guys and we'd like to keep 
them, but we can't match their offer.'' 

t ritual. 
es, It's 

o the state 
makes the 

handshake." 
ic East Indian 

pyrotechnics. The 
as "Taste oflndia." 

e has an East Indian 
·ght down to it, it's about 
ch a double entendre," 

y such an important role in Tyler's 
Hamilton doesn't see many bras and 
thrown on stage anymore. Rather it's 
Ion and occasional breast exposed at 

a kick out of. 
wdry and cheap as it sounds, what 
t over-the-top emotion and there's 
laughing with it, :Ya know. 

a seduction thing it's Just like over-the-
n stuff. I think it's really cool that there's a 

place that people can let those emotions overflow. 
And feel like it's a safe place to do it.'' . 

If you think Aerosmith has seen •u all ancl they 
have a Jot of expectations for the future , you're 
wrong. Hamilton speaks like a true rock 'n' roll 
veteran when he says: "We really don't look that far 
forward. My hopes for the band are that we learn 
how to make r~cords without the kind of emotional 
damage that goes on while we're making them and 
that we keep touring. 

"Those- are my hopes. I don't have any 
expectations. It's kind of setting yourself up to have 
too many expectations. You have to just focus on 
what you have at the mo_ment. " 
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'The Big Hit' 
Is ertiertaining Is a complete -miss 

By Mike Hable 
Staff Writer 

The plot sucks. The special effects 
a re horrible . The character 
development is weak . and the 
characters are ridiculously similar to 
those in "Gross Point Blank," as is the 
entire premise (minus, of course, the 
intelligence if "Blank.") 

The acting, except for Mark 
Wahlberg, is over-the-top and 
generally painful to watch. 

Yet inexplicably, "The Big Hit" still 
manages · to be an entertaining 
production and a worthwhile film . 

From the opening sequence (~htch 
is satufated with useless and 
gratuitous nudity) , it is obvious that 
"The Big Hit" certainly wasn't 
conceived with the intentions of 
appealing to a skeptical, or in any way 
demanding, audience. 

And at first glance, one would be 
prone to question Wahlberg's rationale 
for choosing such a script after the top 
billing he received in such a wonderful 
and ground breaking film as "Boogie 
Nights." . 

At second glance, you may be right. 
It is hard to recommend a film such as 
"The Big Hit" without the following 
disclaimer: don't expect anything. 

With that stated however, 'The Big 
Hit" has its moments. 

Every now and again, films like this 
come along that have simplified 
themselves almost to that of a farce, 
but with every intention of being a 
quality production. · 

Despite these shortcomings, 
audiences still have a good time· 
cheering and jeering the film , while 
reaffirming the popular belief that 

. Hollywood is a melting pot of ideas 
and never to be taken too S'.!riously. 

TUESDAY 

After a film like "Titanic" wows 
audiences across the globe, "Big Hit'' is 
certainly somewhat of a culture shock. 

The fact is , audiences crave cheap 
thrills just as they do epics (look at the 
hype over a movie as horrible as 'Wild 
Things," which had nothing to offer 
save for a few brief and gratuitous 
sexual sequence~). 

"The Big Hit" is certainly 
that.. .ch.eap thrills. 

The action sequences, though 
utilizing horrible computer generated 
effects, are fast paced, mildly creative 
and saturated with that which dances 
in the eyes of all who pay their money 
to be entertained. 

Which brings us back to the point; 
not only should we never take 
Hollywood too seriously, we shouldn't 
take ourselves too seriously either. 

After films like "Titanic" and 
"Amistad," there always seems to be 
an extended window of time when we, 
as the audience, think ourselves more 
civilized, more intel.ligent than we 
really are; we become almost 
pompous. 

That seems to be the price paid for 
films which boost the human spirit. 
But every now and again, it is 
refreshing to watch a no-brainer, 
something light and easy to follow. 

"The Big Hit" is not a great film, 
probably not even a good film; but if 
you surrender 
yourself to the film /~\ 

:'ein\~me;t~ e 1 ,.,+ \\ 
mind , it is a fun (. \ J 
rict;~ - relax, leave .,,J !/ 
your brain at the '-...........,_/" 
door and have fun -
with this one. 

By Paul Waelchli 
Staff Writer 

Once a year a movie opens that has 
no place in wide release. Once a year a 
movie is a disgrace to the Big Screen. 
Once a year one movie begs the 
question, 'Why?" 

Last spring that movie was "Eight 
Heads in a Duffie Bag." This year the 
honor belongs to a movie with a 
wealth of potential that fails 
disastrously in ever aspect. 

No, it is not "Species II," the new 
Tarzan, or even the next installment of 
"Major League." · 

The award this year goes to 'The Bit 
Hit." From the start, the movie lacks 
any direction and unfortunately any 
real point. The plot is a random 
sample of movies that worked on their 
own, but when tossed together never 
blend. . 

The plot, if there was actually one 
in mind when this script was written, 
is scattered everywhere. 

· Mark Wahlberg is a hit man with a 
low self-esteem problem. He ts deep in 
debt and stuck with stereotypes for 
partners. The hit men kidnap their 
boss' goddaughter by accident and 
they begin to tum on each other. 

The chase is on and the excitement 
is supposed to follow. The bad acting 
and lack of storyline is strung together 
with one poorly edited explosion after 
another. The excitement in "The Big 
Hit" is gorre within the opening action 
scene. 

At first , the movie seems to follow in 
the style of Hong Kong action films . 
There are sweeping camera shots and 
slow motion gunfights, but the action 
is always too over-the-top to enjoy. 
People fly through the air, cars fly off 
cliffs and everyone survives the dozens 

oz. Pitcher SP.ecials 
. Free Peanuts 

Happy- Hour Specialsl 

of explosions only to come back for 
one more tired fight scene. 

In the beginning the movie appears 
to be a parody of this Hong Kong style. 
One scene cuts between a gunfight 
and two other hit men drinking coffee. 
The scene and countless others make 
light of the fast paced gunfight by 
countering it with outrageous 
situations like a verbally abusive video 
store clerk. · -

If "The Big Hit" would have gone the 
parody route, it could have been 
original and entertaining. Instead it 
was a cheap juxtaposition of 
unbelievable action with stale jokes 
and puns. The movie never commits 
one way or the other. 

The humor plays to the lowest 
common denominator and even that is 
generous. The comedic situations go 
nowhere and the jokes have all been 
taken out of a 'IV sitcom handbook. 

The characters are a mix-match of 
action stereotypes, none of '\\;hich are 
even .close to entertaining. The action 
is uninspired, what should have been 
the climax of the movie instead looked 
like stock footage from "Cannonball 
Run." 

'The Big Hit" never reaches it's 
mark. Whether or not it is even trying 
to do anything ts at times in question. 
The movie doesn't deliver intended 
laughs, the action never thrills and 
any sense of entertainment is lost. 

Only Mark 
Wahl berg's .-
enjoyable, but ,~, 
weak perfo~ance ?'I c,:,,,,. 
saves the movie . 
from a "F." The ._ ·) 
onesellingpointof '~ ) / 
"The Big Hit" is \ 
that it is only 90 " 
minutes long. 

9 $1.75 
8 $1.50 

7 $1.25 

Sein eld 
Party At 
The Reef 

Make Your Plans 
Now For The 

Happy Hour·4-7pm Drink Specials - Fi:i~/t~te 
• Free Bulldog Pizzamoredetailstocome 

e Mu~1c _ Aerosmith Partv! 
Friday & Saturday -8usRid11sT0Th11Showl 
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Do we know Seinfel-d's secret? 
Everybody is talking about it. 
It has dominated 

conversations. It has taken 
control of couch potato's lives. lt 16-----1--........... ..: 

even has a mystical aura. It is 
the one, the only. "Seinfeld." 

The hype surrounding the fmal 
episode of this sit-com is unlike 
any other in history. 

With the many rumored 
scenes scheduled to appear in 
the world -renowned final 
~pisode of"Seinfeld," we thought 
we'd present our own check}.ist to 
use during the show, proving how 

· our psychic abilities have 
matured. 

On your-marks. get set ... GO! 
. 1. The Flashback Motif? No, but 
memories that we haven't seen yet 
may be shown. 
2. There won't be any closure. 
They will all be out there 
somewhere, floating. 
3 . The last scene equals Jerry's 
apartment. 
4. Nobody gets married, except 
Kramer might marry a rich 
Egyptian princess. 
5. Newman goes "postal." Kramer 
is his lawyer. And everyone else is -
a witness. 
6.The number 9 will appear in 
various ways. It is, after all. 
Seinfeld's number. (John Lennon 
may also be mentioned.) 
7 .There is a huge, crazy adventure 
where everyone has their own 

issue, but are working for the 
greater mission. It might have to 
do with a wedding. 
8. Restaurant is closed by the 
Health Inspector. (All characters 
go insane.) 
9. The cereal or lack thereof will 
only play a small part. (Sorry 
cereal fans.) _ 
10. is a lame number. 
11. Eggs. -
12. Great dialogue. (Hint. hint) 

Shoe: What's the difference 
between a Tic and a Tac? 

Bruno: I got a tac, I always get 
tacs. . 

· Shoe: How do you know what a 
tic tastes like then? 

Bruno: I don't. People who have 
tics have told me. It sounds like 
two totally different operations. 

Shoe: What's a tac taste like? 
Bruno: It's more mellow tasting. 

But a tic .. .it's up there . 
13. Dare we say one of the 

beloved characters will die? 
14. This one might as well be 
the sex one. 
15. The opening scene Kramer 
busts through the door naked 
with a newspaper hiding his 
boys. 
16. Jerry takes off in his car in 

-the end. (Ya know, in real life 
he has 25 Porsches ... or 
something like that.) 
1 7. George gets a once in a 
lifetime opportunity and you 

guessed it, he screws it up. 
18. The name Jugdish will not be 
uttered. 
19. Did we say somebody is going 
to end up in the hospital? 
20. A famous person will be 
mentioned, maybe even a person 
with your first name. 
21. George and Elaine will get 

· locked in a cage. (Our picture 
does have something to do with 
it.) 
22 The whole show is based on 
the hatred of the southern 
confederate people. 
23. Bats. And we're not talking 
'bout the Yankees. 
24. Videotaping. Somebody will 
have a camcorder in hand. 
25. Nothing happens. The show's 
magic just runs out. 
26. What are the odds that we 
never learn what happens, 
because a national disaster 
occurs and the news people 

interrupt our regularly scheduled 
program? Remember, you heard it 
here first, people. 
27. We listen to them talk about 
topics that aren't funny: fear, 
death and hlo<>J. - . 
28. One of the characters will 
vomit. (Hint: His real name is 
Kessler.) 
29. There will be a dance club 
scene and Elaine dances? 

Bruno: She'll dance. 
Shoe: Nope, I don't think -so: 

She doesn't want to humiliate 
herself anymore. 

Bruno: Sort of like how you just 
humiliated yourself by saying she 
won't dance? 

I say let the woman dance. 
30. Food will be the source of a 
problem. · 
31.Shoe: Everybody goes sky 
diving and they're.all supposed to 
jump, but George is the only one 
who ends up doing it. · 

Don't say I'm stupid. 
Bruno: OK. .. you're stupids. J /K 

32. It's going to be a very special 
"Seinfeld" ... wink, wink. 
33. Kramer gets the rabies and 
Jerry's worried about catching the 
rabies. The rabies are everywhere. 
34. Bruno: H~y. I bet I can guess 
what the last one on the list is 
gonna be. How about time travel? 
35 '. Susan's ghost licks George's 
sack, stuffed full of sorrys, Mister. 
36. Shoe: OK! Time travel. 

MAGIC THE 
GATHERING 

TOURNAMENT 

Baeumler-Kaplan 

1YPE: 

WHEN: 

WHERE: 

COST: 

PRIZES: 

5TH EDITION. SEALED DECK 
PLUS 2 BOOSTER PACKS 

SATURDAY MAY 16TH 
SIGN-UP AT 10AM 

COLLECTOR'S CONNECTION 
21 EAST SUPERIOR STREET 
(218) 722-9551 

$12 PER PLAYER 
(INCLUDES STAR1ERDECK&BOOS1ERS) 

1ST PLACE: $20 
2ND PLACE: $10 GIFf CERTIFICATE 
3RD PLACE: $5 GIFf CERTIFICATE 

21 EAST SUPERIOR ST. MON. - SAT. 10 AM TO 6 PM 
722-9551 

*SPORTS CARDS 
*SPORT CARDS SUPPLIES 
*COMIC BOOKS 
*COMIC BOOK SUPPLIES 

SUN. NOON - 5 PM 
* MAGIC THE GATHERING 
*ROLEPLAYING GAMES 
*USED COMPACT DISCS 
*USED VIDEO GAMES 

Holocaust Commemoration Lecture 
Thursday, April 30 at 3:00 

· Marshall Performing Arts Center, UMP 
Lecture is free and open to the publ ic. 

Reaption 6- book signing u1ill follow in ihe Twe,•d 1\.-fusrnm. 

Kenneth Stern 
will speak on . 

Stern is an attorney and program 
specialist on Anti-Semitism and 
Extremism for the American Jewish 
Committee. 1ntellectuals' and 

, the 
Politics of 

Hate 

Author of several books including: 
llolori:mst Denilll 

A Foru Upon the -Plaitt: TIH: 
Ameri,·an lWilititt ,+fo11emmt 
,t,ul the Politics ef Hau 

H,ue CrimeJ· 

His programs on campus bigotry 
have led to meetings with over 200 
college presidents from around the 
country. 

Co-Sponrors for th.: Baeumler-Kipl.m Holoi:au,1 Commemor.11.ion 

At U,\1D: 
_ 8;,e:1rt1/l/,-K.11p;1111. M ,imoriai F11rt(I 
Cc/1098 of Lll>er;,: Arts 
Roydl D. AiwcrU'l, Jnstitt:te lo, !n:er,.,atiortdl 
S:udies 
Offf,;e of :bo Ch,mt;(liior for A,;1,rJemic 
Admmistr"tion 
O<!par1m1mr of Scciolog y-A,omropoI0,;y 
ca.,r,cil of Roi!gio i:s A(lvisors 

ln the Ct>mmunit}O 
Twin Pons Jewish .~11d1m,rion of Oulum-Su(>llrior 
S~dal Justice Committee of rr.e First Unira,ian & 
Chui-ch 

Grln<> F,,,m: 

The University of Minncsma Duluth is Jn 
equal opponunity educator and employer. 

O,.:h,l/l Su,:x,ric r Communir:y Founaarion 
:wr,u,nen Family Fund! 

.'1,/innesoca Humanities Commission 

FRIDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT AT THE OLYMPICS! 
Renegade 
Comedy 
O0rr-,,~ - .-($ 

r---------------------~ 
I · .al!'Oafl l I I Present this coupon at any performance of I 
I ~fflmr.. Renegade Comedy Olympics I 
I 'WM• and receive two tickets for the price of one. I 

On Fridays, present a ~alid s_t~dent ID 
and get.in for 1ust $3. 

FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 
8 & 10:30 PM ALL TICKETS JUST $S 

SATURDAY NIGHTS 10:30 SHOW IS "RATED R" 
DOWNTOWN DULUTH HOLIDAY CENTER 

(across from Porter's) 



NOW OPEN 
Help us build our 4'lventory! 

Now paying cash for your used CD's, games and videos. 

'· 

·_ BUY /SEL·L/IRADE 
•Used CD's, Used Playstation® and PC games, 

New & Used Vinyl, Clothing/ Jewelry 

·~ ~un~. 
l~bout ~.., 

PLAY II, PASS II ON I 
205 E. Superior St. · • 733-0132 
(Next to the New Norshor Theatre) 

-Hours: M-Sat. 10am-8pm • Sun. No6n-Spm • Locally owned and operated. 

RPS 
Wanted for early mornings. Individuals who possess a keen eye for 

detaJ and able to work rapidly for two to three hours per day. Positions 
involve unloading packages from trailers or loading packages on to · delivery 

vans.' · Early morning shift is from 5 :00a.m: to approximately 8 :00a.m. · 
Shifts are live days a week Monday through Friday with weekends off. 

Tuition assistance available. · 
For more information contact Rick or Jeff at (715)394-4764 

YES 'flit NO 

~}\.ST Pt){ce 
o~ EA.ltr~ 

120 E. SUPERIOR 

PSSSST: f Tonight At The Tap Room 
~: Ladies Drink FREE 
C'/ 1,l !i ,e\\ , From 9-11 

.-..,bod~. With A College IO. E."e, ' 
* No Cups After 10 30 , So Get Here Early 

' 

C 
Looking for Summer Employment? 

Do we have the opportunity for you !! ! 

Due to a NEW expansion Tele Resources, Inc. is looking for 
motivated, energetic people to join our sales team as Telephon~ 

Sales Representatives. 

WE OFFER: 
•Full and Part time schedules 

For the flexibility you need 

•Free and convenient parking 
We are located in the Mariner Mall and use their lot 

•Casual Atmosphere 
t:Jo outrageous dress codes here 

•Incredible bonuses 
We had one TSR make over $1 ,000 in bonus last month . 

•Higher than average hourly wage 
Make up to $10.00 per hour 

•Medical Insurance 
After 6 months full time employment 

•And too much more too mention 

If this sounds like an opportunity you would like to take advantage of 
STOP BY: 

Tele Resources, Inc. 
Located in the Mariner Mall 

69 N. 28th St. 
Superior WI 54880 

OR CALL: 
(715) 395-2740 

Walk in interviews welcome - Saturda interviews b a ointment 

<Jofa:14_ Nude. 
NOit,-~ g~ 

1 o Miles South of Duluth 
1 Block off of 1-35 

GOOD BUYS TUESDAY: FREE cover with college I.D . 
239, Hwy 45 

Scanlon 
®f-in_iiet~ i,. J.@)osteies i,.ific~ei-s i,.lqceqse 

i,. J.@)atcqes i,. J-tats i,. Wall J-taq~iq~s i,. 
~love ~i~aieettes i,. ~eie"al ~lteieqati11es 

i,. ~qi @tqeie @Jv'I¥itif¥iil~ ~ieticles i,. 

Get Rcgistcrc For Fantasy !3ase a 
' • • - ' ' - ,I_ 

• . • w • ,, • • ' 

.... 

WEDNESDAY: Free Cover with College l.D. 
Pool Tournament Stat1ing at~ pm 

Over 100 Adult Videos in 
Stock Under $10.00! 

THURSDAY: Amateur Night! 
FRIDAY & Theme NighL& 2 for I 
SATURDAY: Couch Dances until Io pm 

rJPCN 1'tlCS3)ll'IJ-Sll1'tlR3)1/'lf 
Tuesday thru Thursday • 6:00 pm to 3:00 am 
Friday and Saturday • 5:00 pm to 4:00 am 

2 18-878-1070 
* Dancing 

• . · 18 and Up 
· Now Serving Food 

A TM Machine Available 
and Waitress Positions Open 

The Newdest Place in Town!!! 
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caJ11:••aJ8 o, 1:v1:•r• 
Ballroom today at 3:30 p.m. 
Or watch your friends make 
fools of themselves. Register 
by May 1 at 2 p.m. in Campus 
Center 68 for $10. Your skills 
may pay off; first prize is 
$300. There is also an after 
party at 8:·30 p .m. for only $3. 
The whole bash is sponsored 
by the UMD BSA and KMOJ 
Radio of Minneapolis. 

Thursday 30 
Celebrate the Night all day 
(11-3) ip. the Kirby Lounge 

· with performers and speakers 
celebrating women, each in 
their own way. The festivities 
then move to Chester Park at 
7 p.m. with live music by the 
Wild Thyme Band. All is free 
and open to everyone. 

Friday 1 
Get a few laughs at the 
Renegade Comedy Olympics. 
Renegade is celebrating the 
'80s all month by devoting 

Sunday 3 
their improv games to the No tickets for the Aerosmith 
'80s, so dig out your _ leg - concert tonight at the DECC? 
warmers and other radical Don't cry in ycur beer. With 
garb and have a totally the plethora of Aerosmith 
awesome party, dude. The parties at local bars to visit, 
games begin at 8 ~d a~ain at (The Reef, Robies, Grandma's 
10:3? p.m. The pnce is only Sports Garden, to name a few) 
$3 with a student I.D. you can party and pretend you 

Saturday 2 
- were a part of the mayhem. 

Show off your abilities at a 
talent show in the Kirby 

Monday4 

Gutta Percha 
Charlie Bucket 

eric stoltz • wesley snipes • william forsythc • hclcn hunt 

-~ , ·· ' ·· 

. • 

·' 

Imagine being set free. 

Ah, Monday. Only one more 
after this; the countdown has 
begun. It's "Senior Skip Day;" 
so graduates, take a break. 
Grab your buds, check your 
environment and . resources 

17 

celebrate the Mexican 
heritage. 

Wednesday 6 

and go fly a kite. Truly 
appreciate your fleeting 
freedoms and . your friends, 
they'll soon be gone. 

Dry out, wet heads. Check out 
the Dry Wednesday 
happenings in the .Kirby 
Ballroom from 2-8 p.m. Hear 
the kickin' sounds of Number 
One Comm0n, Acadian, ESB 
Trio and Unisense while 
munching on a fat, juicy brat 
on the terrace. But don't 
lallygag, the brat sale is from 
12-4 p.m. These events have 
been dried by Alpha Phi 
Omega. 

_ Tuesday p 
Wasting away again in 
Margaritaville ... Saddle 'em up 
Jimmy and head. to Chi-Chi's 
for half price Margaritas . ... It's 
Cinco de Mayo, Senor, 

List Of Things To Do! 

r7 GallNABI 
M Plasma Qnterand 

setapJX)intmentto 
Donate Plasma 

~oa! How about 
getlingthatextra 
$165andhelping 

others too! 
BEA PLASMA DONOR. .. BECAUSE "liio/1 _ 
LJFEISEVERYBODY'SBUSJNESS NK:13 

The OJally SOU'ce 

BioMedical Center 
9 W.Superior St. 

727-8139 (In theheartofDowntownDuh1th) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

coupon 

bl.l.1J!l111ited Minutes Of Tanning! 

1st 60 People 
For $60°0 

for 60 days 

I • I .-
• Faster Tanning 
• Cool and Comfortable 

I NAIR ASSOCIATES 
• San~ary Vertical 

Design 
Cal'-YowT• T-, 

I 1826 London Road Duluth,MN 55812 724-3077 L--~----------------~ 
PSSSST: 

Tonight At The Tap Room' 
Ladies Drink FREE 

,e\\ , From 9-1 I 
n,bod'l · With A College ID. €."e,' 

* No Cups After 10 30 . So Get Here Early 

-- -
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Softball steals conference title 
By Shannon Kroll 
Staff Writer 

UMD's softball team 
completed their regular season 
match-ups this week and are 
prepared to take their 
unbeaten conference record to 
Moorhead, Minn., to challenge 
the Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate conference in 
the NSIC tournament. 

"The tournament will be a 
good one, we demolished them 
last year, and are looking 
forward to going back," 
commented senior catcher 
Kathleen Brodkorb 

Photo/ Joshua Grenier 

Macioce finished the rally by 
belting a two-run homer. 

Rach rounged off the victory 
by allowing just one hit in the 
seventh, giving her a game 
total of three. 

"Our goal now is to stay 
focused, we won't let up for 
Southwest State," stated 
Brodkorb after the pair of 
wins. 

Macioce was chosen NSIC 
Women's Softball Player of the 
Week for the week of April 20. 
She currently leads the 
conference in batting with an 
average of .667, in base hits 
with a total of 16 and RBI's 
with a tally of 11. 

Brodkorb, despite having a 
broken left hand, also tops the 
conference coming in second 
in batting average with .500 
and tied for fifth in base hits 
with 12. 

On April 25 and 26 the 
Bulldogs traveled to Fargo, 
N.D. to participate in the 
North Dakota State 
Invitational. The Bulldogs 
placed second in the 
tournament falling to the host 
Bison 4-0 in the 
championship game,. 

Pitcher Kari Kallio allowed 
only five hits in the, loss for 
UMD. NDSU's pitcher, Sarah 
Bosch, gave up just two-hits 
in the shutout and the Bison 
supported her by scoring all 
four of their runs in the fourth 
inning. 

Junior Jill Trachsel positions herself in front of a diving Moorhead State player to make the play 
at third base. The Bulldogs swept the doubleheader 9-1 and 5-1. 

The Bulldogs played host to 
the Mustangs of Southwest 
State on April 29 to complete 
their four game home stand. 
The results of the final 
conference doubleheader were 
unavailable at the time the 
UMD Statesman went to print. 

The Bulldogs defeated 
Bemidji State 7-0 in the 
quarterfinals and rolled • past 
St. Cloud State in the 
semifinals 7-6. 

Kallio threw a three-hitter 
against the Beavers while 
striking out four. Shortstop 
Wendy Runquist contributed 

two hits to the shutout 
including a three-run homer 
in the sixth inning.' 

In the game again.st SCSU, 
Angie Macioce tallied a pair of 
RBIs while Runquist, Kari 
Sagedahl and Polly Stark all 
finished with two hits apiece. 
Carrie , R:tch ·1 • added ·, two 
strikeouts to her season total 
while giving-up 12 hits to the 
Huskies. 

The Bulldogs, who are 9-0 
in the NSIC and 22-16 overall, 
played conference rival 

Moorhead State, on April 28 at 
UMD and dominated in every 
aspect of the game. 

The first match of the 
doubleheader saw a 9-1 
Bulldog -victory. Sophomore 
outfielder Becky Amos drove 
in the ninth run that put the 
'Dogs in pb'sition tb enact th'e 
eight-run rule, leaving the 
game completed after Just five 
innings. 

Kallio allowed · ftve ·hits, 
while Brodkorb picked· up 
three RBIs. 

"Winning these games was 
important for us to cinch the 
conference. We kept things 
rolling, and it was a good 
feeling," said Brodkorb. 

The second game was a 1-1 
tie for the majority of the time 
until the Bulldogs scored four 
runs in the bottom of the fifth 
to give them the 5-1 
advantage. 

Freshman Deanna Mauer 
started the streak by doubling 
in a run and then scored on a 
single by Junior Jill Trachsel. 

Next up for the Bulldogs is 
the NSIC conference 
tournament. 

''That .will be a good way to 
end the season, it's a lot of fun 
and it will be sentfmental for 
all eight seniors," predicted 
Brodkorb. "We're ready to go 
in and take it all again." 

UMD's Anderson is a threat on· ice and on the field 
By Jayson Hron 
Staff Writer 

Colin Anderson came to · 
· UMD to play hockey. After 
helping the Bulldogs reach the 

, WCHA Final Five for the first 
time in five years , the 
sophomore winger has turned 
his attention to his summer 
pastime, lacrosse. 

"Hockey is serious, lacrosse 
is fun . We're all friends on the 
team and it's a good time. I'm 
proud to be a part of Duluth 
Lacrosse. It's a great program 

As a ninth-grader in 
Regina, Saskatchewan, 
Anderson and his friends 
decided to start a lacrosse 
team at his school. The team 
was an immediate success, 
making it to the finals in their 
first three seasons before 
winning it all in Anderson's 
senior year. 

"That was so much fun. It 
was a special feeling to build 
something like that with your 
friends and then to win the 
championship." 

and we're like a family, so it's When he was 17, Anderson 
a - lot of fun," explained played on a 21 and under "All-
Anderson. P .,ovincial Team" from 

."Besides that, it keeps me in Saskatchewan. They competed 
shape for hockey." in a box lacrosse tournament, 

Colin and the boys from which was quite an experience 
"DUL.AX" may play for fun, but for a 155 pound kid. -
they also play for keeps. "Box lacrosse - is tough. 

After winning their third You're in an enclosed arena, 
consecutive 1 ea g u e and it's a lot rougher. There 
championship, losing in the were some monsters out 
national final t6 the University there," remembered Anderson. 
of Texas and posting a 10-0 It was Just another step for 
record so far this season, the the two-sport star, who, after 
UMD Lacrosse Club is ready -. high school, was looking for 
for another shot at the 'title. another challenge. 

Some players are known as What began with Colin and 
"winners." Year in and year thirteen of his friends has now 
out, they seem to win the big blossomed into a 30-player 
games and battle their way to program that Anderson and 
success in clutch time. his friends now coach in the 

Guy Lafleur, Anderson's spring and summer. · 
favorite hockey player, was · "It's a different kind of high 
one of those kind of players. to win as a coach," explained 
Anderson has shown some of Anderson, who coached the 
the same qualities both on the team to a provincial 
ice and on the lacrosse field. championship last year. 

"There's a special 
satisfaction you feel when you 
win as a coach. It's different 
from how you feel as a player." 

Anderson has brough~ that 
winning attitude with him to 
"DUL.AX." He's currently third 
on the team in scoring with 6 
goals and 6 assists for 12 
points , despite missing half 
the games due to an injury, 
and is anxious for another 
shot at the title . 

This season the Nationaf 
Tournament is in Santa 
Barbara, Calif. Not a bad road 
trip for the guys from 
"DUL.AX," but it won't be all 
fun and games if they make it. 

"We'd be really'disappointed 
if we didn't make it," said 
Anderson. 

"We don't want to jinx 
ourselves or anything, but we 
control our own destiny. 
We're definitely looking 
forward to playing in the 
tournament." 

What does the future hold 
for Anderson? He's not sure. 
He has two years left here at 
UMD, which means two more 
shots at a WCHA 
Championship and hopefully a 
lacrosse championship or two. 

After that? Maybe the 
Canadian national hockey 
team or the NHL - who knows. 

Wherever the road leads for 
Colin Anderson, you can bet 
that he'll be on top, Just like 
"DUL.AX." 

Photo / Elisabeth Brown 

Colin Anderson has made a name for himself here at UMD as 
a star athlete on both the hockey and lacrosse teams. He 
currently has six goals and six assists and ranks third in points 
on the lacrosse team. 
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Baseball rid.es the wave of victory into tourney 
By Brent M. Dawes 
Staff Write[ 

The UMD baseball team is 
· heading into their final 

Northern Sun Intercollegiate 
Conference dual-doubleheader 
the best way any team could-
on a long winning streak. 

The Bulldogs, who support a 
12-4 NSIC record and a 28-10 
overall mark, are heading into 
this weekend's matchup with 
league-leading Winona State 
on a 12 game power trip. 

After sweeping a non-
conference doubleheader on 
April 21 against Mount 
Senario College, the 'Dogs 
took four games in a row from 
the Northern State Wolves last 
Friday and Saturday. 

The conference is awaiting 
the end of the season, which 
will be completed at the NSIC 
tournament that begins on 
May 7. 

The Bulldogs, who could get 
the No. l seed if they win their 
last conference games, is 
looking forward to the event. 

"We have to take 3 -out-of-4 
in Winona to win the 
confere,nce and get a bye in 
the first round of the 
tournament." sajd coach Scott 
Hanna. 

T)MD, a team that struggled 
with the bats early in the 
season, has been hitting the 
ball long and deep the past 
couple of games. Their .311 
team batting average is proof 
of that. 

Against Northern State, 
everyone on the team put on a 
hitting clinic. 

Saturday's first game saw a 
barrage of balls leaving the 

Photo / Samantha Turnock 

Junior Chris Swiatkiewicz winds up for a pitch against Northern State. The Bulldogs swept the 
four-game series and Swiatkiewicz advanced to 9-0 on the season. 

yard. The Bulldogs had 24 
runs compared to the Wolves' 
four in the game. 

But Hanna feels that the 
first game of the four-game set 
was the key. 

Down four runs twice during 
the game, the Bulldogs battled 
back and scored eight runs in 
the sixth inning to pull out the 
victory. 

"That first game was key for 
us," Hanna said. "We were 
down and battled back to win 
it. Then we rode the wave from 
there." 

The four game sweep was 
exactly what UMD needed. 
Players on the team feel that 

the 31 game-winning se~son 
can easily be matched or 
surpassed this year. 

"I think we can definitely 
break that record," saidjunior 
catcher and designated hitter 
Ryan Skubic. "Right now we 
are all working as a team and 
that really helps coming down 
the stretch." 

After a successful weekend 
at home against NSU, the 
Wisconsin - Superior 
Yellowjackets came to Bulldog 
Field for a little beating of 
their own. 

On April 27, the Bulldogs 
shut-down the Jackets in the 
doubleheader 10-0, in .both 

non-conference games. 
The Bulldog pitching staff 

staggered the competition. 
UMD star Chris 

Swiatkiewicz threw a one-hit 
gem in the nightcap of the 
doubleheader, striking out 12, 
upping his count to 110 on 
the season. He also set 
another Bulldog record by 
pitching his ninth complete 
game of the season, pushing 
his record to 9-0 . 

Brent Gerten pitched a two-
hit complete game in the first 
stanza. Gerten struck out 
four, improving to 6-1. 

"Swanie (Swiatkiewitz) and 
Gerten pitched . well for us,"• 

Hanna said. "As long as we 
have our defense behind us, 
we should be tough to beat." 
· In the opener, junior third 

baseman Jed Meyer went 3-
for-3 with a double, a homer 
and three RBIs. Meyer was 
batting .342 going into the 
series. _ 

Skubic, UMD's big hitter, hit 
yet another home run to up 
his total to 10 on the year. His 
grand slam and two hits 
helped lift the team past the 
weaker UWS pitchers. 

Skubic, who was named 
NSIC offensive paye_r of the 
week last week, was batting 
.365 going into the series. 

The pitching staff holds a 
3.19 earned run average and 
is one of the lowest ERAs in 
the nation. 

On Tuesday the club 
traveled to Ladysmith, Wis., to 
take on Mt. SenaFio again. The 
'Dogs prevailed once again in 
the double dip , winning 8-6 
and 7-1. 

"We just have tp stay in 
there (the game) mentally and 
focus on what we are there to 
do, win the game," Hanna 
said. "If we can do that 
against Winona State this 
weekend , we will be right 
where we want to be." 

Winona, which leads the 
NSIC a game. ahead of UMD, 
has a &tiff lineup and quality 
pitching . Hanna feels 
confident in his team, 
however. 

"Winona State is a good 
team," Hanna said. "The coach 
down there has won over 800 
games so it will be tough, but 
I think we are up for the 
cha)Jenge." 

SPACEHO& IN CONCERT! 
SUNDAY., MAY lrd - OECC AUDITORIUM 

•• •··•· · · <:•w 

(he· Chinese Album is now on 
sale at the Electric Fetus.~. 

12.99 CD -8.99 tAPE 
Retttetttber. .. you always get 10?. off 1he purchase 

of S or 111ore regular-priced. CP fltlesl • 

HOURS: 10-::9 M-F, 10-8 ·SAt 11-6 SUN 
12 E .. Superior St. • 722-9970 
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Women's track takes second at Eau Claire Open 
By Cameron Macht 
Staff Writer 

The UMD track team was 
forced to SJ?lit up this· 
weekend , but they . still 
performed well as a team. The 
Bulldogs . competed against 
stiff competition and an even 
stiffer wind at all three meet 
locations. 

UMD's top relay squads 
competed at the Drake Relays 
in Iowa, while the rest of the 
team took on the University of 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire Open. 
In addition, several UMD 
athletes participated in the 
Northern Sun Intercollegiate 

· Conference Multi-Meet 
decathlon and heptathlon ~n 
Moorhead, Minn. 

The men's 4x200-meter 
relay team came home with 
the biggest honor, finishing 
fourth at the prestigious 
Drake Relays. Eric Farnum, 
Jared Nerison. John Hansen 
and Eric Hanson turned in a 
new school record in the 
4x200, putting them in the 
top half of the field. 

"It was unbelievable," said 
coach John Fulkrod. 

Hansen , Nerison and 
Hanson also teamed up in the 
4x400, along with Beau 
Johnson, to break another 
sehool record. Johnson filled 
in brilliantly for Kris Brevik, 
who injured his hamstring last 
week. 

Consequently, UMD 
scratched its Sprint Medley 
Relay entry following Brevik's 
injury. 

"We didn't feel as strong 
without Brevik in there," said 
Fulkrod. 

Beth Howard placed eighth 
in the hammer throw at 
Drake, cine of the toughest 
meets in the country. Howard 
threw the second best mark of 
her career, at 175'4", but the 
competition was too much. 
However, her throw would 
have won last year's meet. 

The women sent Jenni 
Sargent, Jana Berryman. Lori 
Schmidt and ' Mary Youso to 
represent them in the 4x400-
meter relay. The quartet ran a 
season best 4:07.95, but did . 
not factor in the final race. 

/'v"-/'J'....AA~ 

}~ , IAe 
~ril' PMte.ry 
~-.- >.- ~'Stltdia 
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Sot & Sun 10-6 
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>' hundred Pieces 
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'!>•we slaze and f!re 
pick-up your masterpiece in a few days 

Voa don't need lo be an arll•l 
Voajual need lo be lnaplred 

Friday Nlte 
College Nlte 
50%off5'Jdlofee 
with College 10 

Saturd'ay 
2 for 1 Day 
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Sargent. Berryman and rounded out the · scoring by · 
Schmidt joined Amanda placing seventh in the discus . 
Spurgeon in the Sprint Medley On the other hand, the men 
Relay, earning fifth in their were not so fortunate. The 
.heat. They narrowly missed Bulldogs ran into a strong 
the school record, but did not head wind and some strong 
advance to the finals. Wisconsin squads, as nine 

The remaining women made Wisconsin schools grabbed the 
up for their absence, grabbing top nine spots in the meet. -
second place at the Eau Claire • Scott Trombley's pole vault, 
Open despite the fact · that despite the conditions. 
most Wisconsin schools did highlighted the men's scoring. 
not send any athletes to Trombley flew over 14' 11" to 
Drake. Distance runners Katie earn fifth place overall. 
Huntley, Lori Scharpen and Rob Gilles grabbed a fifth 
Sara Bolgren picked up . the place of his own, leaping 42'1'' 
slack for the Bulldogs. in the · triple jump. Troy 

Huntley had another strong Breitlow threw the shot put 
race in the 3000, claiming 5L'5", which secured fifth 
second place in 10:41.66. place. Shane Ilstrup closed 
Scharpen finished one spot out the meager scoring with 
behind her in 10:49.83, 

. followed by Bolgren in fifth in 
10:59.51. 

an impressive performance in 
the 110 high hurdles, moving 
up to seventh place. 

Finally, four UMD athletes 
ended Sunday's NSIC Multi-
Meet in the top five of their 
respective events . Steve 
Sneide held onto first in the 
decathlon, ahead of 
teammates Eric Lundberg and 
Dan Morgan. Lundberg 
occupied the third spot, while 
Morgan clung to fifth. • 
However, the standings could 

change significantly as the 
second day of the meet closes. 
Morgan will make his move in 
the pole vault, while Lundberg 
can close the gap in the 
throwing events. Sneide will 
attempt to hold his lead in the 

hurdles and the 1500. 
Jamie Fjetland stood in fifth 

in the women's heptathlon, 
but remaineq within striking 
distance. According to 
Fulkrod, meets like this "are 
not over 'til they're over." 

The 'Dogs will split up again 
this weekend, as the women 
go to the St. Thomas Invite on 
April 29, and the men travel to 
St. Paul for the Hamline Open 
on May 1. The team reunites 
the next day at the Minnesota 
Classic in Minneapolis. 

Meanwhile the NSIC 
Conference meet is rapidly 
approaching. 1'he Bulldogs 
play host to the NSIC on May 
8 and 9 at Griggs Field at 1 :30 
p.m. 

Bolgren tacked on a second 
place finish in the 5000-meter 
race with an excellent run. 
She led three teammates 
across the line in a dominant 
finish . Bonnie Stock grabbed 
third, followed by Andrea 
Thompson in fourth and 
Jamie-Dunphy in fifth. 

WILBERT McKEACHIE 
Steph Jensen filled the void 

in the middle distances, 
moving up to second place in 
the 800-meter dash. She was 
followed by Scharpen, who 
seized fourth overall. 

Jill Klotz, Jackie Lien and 
Chris Salzer battled the 
blustery winds in the jumps, 
scoring a plethora of points for 
Duluth. ' 

Klotz flew to second in the 
high jump and second in the 
triple jump. Lien leapt two 
inches farther . in the . triple 
jump to secure first place, and 
also bounced to seventh in the 
long jump. Salzer cleared 7'6" 
in the pole vault for the silver 
medal. 

Another UMD trio 
contributed in the field events. 
spreading themselves over 
four different events. Suzanne 
Sanders led a strong Bulldog 
contingent in .the throwing 
events, earning third in the 
shot put and fourth- in the 
discus . Christy Pettit followed 
suit with a third place finish 
in the javelin. and a fourth in 
the shot put. Sue Sowada 

"The Grandfather of Teaching" 
will be on campus May 6 & ·7_ 

Wednesday, May 6 
7-Spm, BohH 90 

Lecture: "Motivating Students To Learn" 
' (Reception to follow in the Tweed Balcony Gallery) 

Sponsored By: Spectrum Lecture Series 

,. 
Thursday, May 7 

9:30-llam or 1-2:30pm, Tweed Lecture Gallery 
Workshop: "Conversation With The Professors' Professor" 

Sponsored By: Instructional Development Service 

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

For questions or more information, contact Linda Hilsen at 
726-7515 or email lhilsen@d.umn.edu 

Color Film 
Developing Special 

Dry, Tried 
An 

Tuesday, May 5 
through 

L...a...--

Saturday, May 9 
in the 

. UMD Main Street Store 

Hours: Monday-Thursd9y 

726-7286 

7:3Q 0 m-6:QQPm 
Friday 
7:3Q0 m-4:3QPm 

www.umdstores.com 

Only the VASQUE., Clarion., GTI< gives you dry comfort with 
the Gore-TeX- Stormsock!This exclusive design sandwiches 
waterproof Gore-Tex-" between an absorl,ent Sportee"' lining and 
a breathable outer nylon layer: So you can head out with dry feet, 
no matter what the weather. 

Hours: 
Monday 10·8 
Wed. 10·8 
Friday 1Q·8 
Tues.& Thurs 10-6:30 
Saturday 10-5 
Sunda 12-4 

Red \Ying Shoe Store 
Stoneridge Shopping Center 
909 W. Central Entrance, suite 2700 
Duluth, MN 55811-5469 218-720-4465 

7 RE···· · ifs ._ .... 
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Howl at the moon to give the Coyotes a 2-1 lead into overtime, on Tuesday. : • · The University of Minnesota- lt 

in the series, but the Red "If was an awesome feeling," lt Duluth is a pile of junk. The : 
The Minnesota 

Timberwolves. despite injuries 
and a history of losing to the 
Seattle Supersonics. are on 
the verge of one of the greatest 
upsets of all time after a 98-90 
triumph Tuesday night. 

Kevin Garnett led the 
Wolves with 19 points. eight 
rebounds, six assists and 
three blocks in game three. 
The two squads will battle 
again Thursday in what could 
be the Sonics' last game of the 
season. 

"I expect Thursday, that 
would be db-or-die for them," 
said Minnesota 's Kevin 
Garnett, who scored seven of 

· his 19 points in the final 
period. "Right now, they know 
they're on the ropes and we're 
at home and we have a lot of 
confidence being here. I think 
they're going to come out full 
thrust." 

Minnesota put the game 
away with a devastating 21-4 
run in the fourth quarter 
resulting in their 7 th 

consecutive _home victory. 

Howl at the moon 2 

The Phoe_nix Coyotes and 
Detroit Red Wings. are staging 
one of the most entertaining 
playoff series ever in the NHL's 
Western Conference. Jeremy 
Roenick led a 3-goal, third 
period comeback last Sunday 

Wings showed why they are Zyuzin said. "I was wedged : whole system is lead by a · lt 
the defendin~ Stanley _Cup b~tw:een severarplayers and I lt bunch of people who are only : 
Ch~mps Tuesday mght, d1dn t even see the puck. I lt interested in serving their lt 
winning 4-2 to knot the series made a shot and it went in. I lt . t t M h g • 
at two games apiece. - was incredibly lucky." own ml erhes s. onteyb un ry • 

peop e w o seem o e more • 
Robbery in Boston . 

The Boston Bruins were 
robbed of an overtime \;ictory 
against the Washington 
Capitals last Sunday by a 
weak "man in the crease" call. 
The Caps went on to win and 
clawed their way . to a 
commanding 3-1 lead in the 
series on Tuesday night as 
former Bruin, Adam Oates 
netted two goals to lead his 
current tearrr over his former 
employer. 

Devils in hot water 

Daniel Alfredsson powered 
the upstart Ottawa Senators 
to a surprising 3-1 series lead 
over the New Jersey Devils 
with a hat trick Tuesday 
night. in a 4-3 Senators win. 

"It's like we're playing with 
fire here," said Devils coach 
Jacques Lemaire. · 

Shark attack 

San Jose has knotted it's 
series with the # 1 s'eeded 
Dallas Stars, thanks to rookie 
defenseman Andrei Zyuzin 
and his first NHL goal, 6:31 

Heat is on 

The Miami Heat. powered by 
former Gopher Voshon 
Lenard's 28 points, took a 2-1 
series lead over their bitter 
rival, the New York Knicks , 
with a 91-85 victory Tuesday 
night. 

Miami even rubbed it in a 
little as Eric Murdock made a 
throat-slashing gesture late in 
the fourth quarter -- the same 
one that Chris Childs of New 
York made late in Game 2 --
after making a 3-pointer with 
4: 15 left that put the Heat 
ahead by nine. 

"He did that?" teammate 
Tim Hardaway said. "Shoot, I 
wanted to do that. I'll do it 
Thursday." 

: interested in stacking their lt 
• resume than educating the : 
: people who are paying them • * to go here. : 
lt Ever since I was a freshman • 
: back in the "good ol' days" of lt 
• 1994, I thought this school : 
: Brent M. was the best. Everyone I hung • 
• out with made my freshman : • Dawes year one I will never forget. It • 
: · _ was all quality that year. lt 
lt Nothing but liberal ed classes to take and no class : 
: until noon on any given day. Everyone was friendly • 
• back then. My freshman year was the only year this : 
lt campus made me feel that way. • 
: All of a sudd~ we have people building new lt 
• hockey arenas, h11~ 1g new coaches and finding : 
: money to fund a new library that we have been in • 
• dire need for since the beginning of time. : 
• But that just doesn't seem right to me. It's weird lt 
: that no questions have been asked byi well, anyone lt 

Gonzalez takes a "Hack" lt _how all ofa sudden there is this big drive for change : 
: and how all of this money is suddenly appearing in • 
• the hands of the "upper class" of this establishment. : 
lt It strikes me funny that, for almost the four • 
: complete years that I have been attending -this • 
lt college, the morale has gone through the roof around : 
: here and I haven't even seen the head-hanchos out- • 
• and~about around campus. : 
: It's almost like people don't want to come out of • 

Texas Ranger Juan Gonzalez 
is going after Hack Wilson's 
all-time RBI record of 190. 

He blasted a two-run bomb 
against the Twins Tuesday 
night which gave him 36 RBI 
in 24 games. He leads the 
league in that category and is 
on pace to drj.ve in an 
astronomical 243 runs. 

• their offices and actually talk to the students who : 
• support this college unless they are making a break- • 
: through for themselves or they are attending a press lt 
lt conference where all these "new and exciting" things : 
: are taking -shape. • 
• It makes me scratch my head. : 

Gift certificates available for hair service & tanning 

• I wonder if it is all just a scam that the "big people" • J are doir!g so much for 'us "little people" but are doing • 
lt it without our permission. : 
: Everything these days gets done behind closed lt 
• do_ors. I gu~ss now that I an:i, ·getting :eady to leave : 
lt this place; it's my tum to voice the things that a lot • 
: of people have been questioning lately. lt 
lt So how is it that all of_a sudden we have all this : 
: money to acquire a new women's hockey coach, • 
lt build a brand new library and a hockey complex : 
lt without knowing too much about them before the lt 
: day of the press conference? • 
• Why is it that we, the students who have to : 
: support the sky-rocketing fees that are so prevalent lt ~DOMINO'S PIZZA · · 
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• on this campus, have no prior knowledge about J 
• these new changes until they are almost fact? It • 
: makes you wonder, doesn't it? • 
lt I may be Just a sports editor, but I have my own : 
: private inside on the situation. lt 
• It almost seems to me that the gurus in the head : 
• positions (no names, please) of UMD don't really • 
: want to be here. I guess all of these new things • 
lt would look great on a resume. Hmm. Makes ya : 
: think, doesn't it? • 
• When I was a freshman, I couldn't have cared less : 
• who the chancellor was or who stole what money • 
: from what athletic department. Maybe that's why I : 
• liked this place so much. . • 
: To this day I will always wonder why I came to this • 
• place instead of following my dream to attend the : 
: University of Arizona. But I can't question myself : 
• forever. • 
: I have learned a lot about myself and the world • 
• around me. I have learned that people with the : 
: power can do pretty much anything they want until lt 
• people start to ask questions. I have le.;i.rned, that : 
• unless you volunteer your time outside of class, • 
: college will be a weak and uneventful experience. I : 
• have learned that when everything is all said and • 
: done, college is what you make of it. • • 
• I just wish that every year was just like my : 
lt freshman one. No real worries. No hard decisions. It • 
: makes me want to start all over again. But at this : 
• piece of crap? • 
: Yet another good question. lt 
• But it's all behind me now. I c~ only hope that : 
: this institution has provided me with the skills I • 
• need to be able to buy myself a nice membership at : 
• a country club. · • 
: bdawes kanot weit two git owt ov kolage. Hez lumd lotz. lt 

---------------. .................... ._,_._._._._._ ..................... ,&,;;;.a;;.JI •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Intl. Brown Bag 

Arne · Tveit, senior 

Wilderness Lecture 
Series 

consultant at the Rogneby .. . 
Kompetansesenter in Wilderness Values and 
Trondheim, Norway, and UMD ,. Mar_iagement Concerns in the 
professor Clayton Keller Nat10nal Parks System" will be 
Department of Education, wili prese~ted by Barbara West, 
present "Comparing Special Supenntendent, Voyageurs 
Education in Norway and the National Park, Wednesday, 
U.S ." today at noon in the Bull May 7, from 6-7:30 p.m., in 
Pub. MonH 80. 

They will discuss the The ~resentation is ·part of 
similarities and differences in the Third Annual Wilderness 
the intentions and practices of Lecture Series sponsored by 
education for students with the_ UMD Center for 
disabilities in these two · EnVIronmental Education. The 
countries. Wilderness Lecture Series is a 

On Thursday, May 7 , series of presentations 
professor Tom Isbell , directed toward providing 
Department of Theatre, will knowledge and information 
present "From King Tut -to about wilderness in America. 
JFK: A One-Man Play in Subjects range from ecology, 
Search of Itself in the Heart of social issues, recreational 
Egypt." values, politics and protection 

efforts. · 

Outdoor Program 

*Kayaking in the Pool -
Thursdays, 4 - 6 p .m. , 
$IO/quarter, Pool. 

*One Burner Gourmet -
topight, 6 -8 p .m ., $2 UMD 
students/$6 others, SpHC 
119. 

*BWCA W Service Canoe Trip 
- Friday, May 1 at 4 p.m. 
through Sunday, May 3 at 6 
p.m., $45 UMD students/$80 
others, SpHC Lobby. 

*Sea Kayak the Bays of the 
Lower St. Louis River -
Saturday, May 2, 9 a .m. to 4 
p .m. , $25 UMD students only, 
SpHC Lobby. 

*Int roductory Fly · Fishing 
School - Session 1: May 2 and 
3, 9 a .m . to 4 p .m .; Session 2 : 
May 9

1 
~d 10, 9 a.m. to 4 

p .m ., $75 per person, Outpost 
in Carlton, Hwy 210. 

Call 726-6533 or visit our 
registration office in the SpHC 

_Lobby, 9 a.m.-3 p .m ., Monday 
through Friday. 

Biology Seminars 
Bill Schneider, Robert Noble 

Foundation, will present 
"Recombination Opportunities 
for Viruses in Genetically 
Engineered Plants," Friday, 
May 1, at 3 p.m., in LSci 175. 

On Friday, May 8, Perry 
Hacket , University of 
Minnesota Twin Cities, will 
present "Sleeping Beauty: A 
Transposon System for Gene 
Delivery and Gene Discovery 
in Vertebrates." 

Annual Art Students 
Exhibition 

The 1998 Annual Art 
Studeflts Exhibition will be 
held through May 1 7 · in the 
Tweed ·Museum of Art. . 

This annual juried 
exhibition presents artwork by 
UMD students working in the 
areas of photography, graphic 
design, painting, drawing, 
sculpture , printmaking, 
ceramics, fibers and the more 
experimental forms of video, 
mixed media and installation 
art . . 

Exit Interview 

Are you graduating, leaving 
UMD or transferring? Please 
schedule an exit interview for 
your student loans. : 

Call 8103 or stop by DAdB 
129. This is a must do before 
leaving UMD if you have 
student loans. 

~o more information, 
contact Ken Gilbertson, 726-
6258. 

UMD Theatre 
Jon Berry's "The Betrothed" 

will be presented by the UMD 
,Department of Theatre 
through . May 2. All 
performances will be at 8 
p.m., in the Marshall 
Performing Arts Center. 

Be a tings, pratfalls, 
confusion, abductions! An 
original play base on a 
commedia dell 'arte scenario. 

Ticket prices range from $6-
$11 and reserved-seat ticket 
reservations are available at 
the UMD Theatre Box Office 
by calling 726-8561 . 

AA Meetings 

If you think you have a 
problem with alcohol , this 
may be for you. We are a 
group of people who 
understand what it's like to 
need relief from the pressures 
of everyday living - school 
work, keeping a job, 
relationships, etc ... If drinking 
is no longer a luxury, but a 
necessity, and you can't seem 
to keep it under control 
anymore, come see us! We are 
Alcoholics Anonymous, and 
we meet every Wednesday 
(except during breaks) in K35 l 
at 6 p .m . If you need us, we 
need you , too. 
. For more information , 
contact Greg M (e-mail 
gmonk@d.umn.edu). · or call 
Tim A at 727-9022 or 
Intergroup at 727-8117. 

Baeumler-Kaplan 
Holocaust 
Commemoration 
Lecture 

The annual Baeumler-
K a plan Holocaust 
Commemoration Lecture will 
be given today at 3 p.m., in 
MPAC. 

Author Kenneth Stem . will 
speak on · '"Intellectuals' and 
the Politics of Hate." A book 
signing and reception will 
follow in the Tweed Museum. 

Legal Aid 

Legal Aid is available for all 
students every Monday night 
from 7-9 p.m .. Please sign up 
in advance with- Mary Jo· 
Bowman in the Student 
Association office at 7170. 

Celebrate the Night: a 
Celebration of Women 

Join. the UMD campus and 
Duluth comm_unity today in a 
celebration of the strength and 
diversity of women. 

It will be held from 11 a.m.-3 
p.m. in Kirby Lounge. This 
event is free and open to the 
public. 

There will be musical 
performers, speakers and open 
microphone. Various campus 
and community organizations 
will h<!-ve information tables . 
There will be a continuation of 
the event at _Chester Park from 
7-9 p .m. featuring the Wild 
Thyme Band and a maypole 
dance. 

Celebrate the Night is 
organized by MPIRG and co-
sponsored by the Commission 
on Women; the Women's 
Resource and Action Center 
Commission on Huma~ 
Diversity, Women's . Studies 
Department, and the 
University Lesbian, Gay & 
Bisexual Alliance. 

For additional information, 
contact Melissa Buboltz at 
728-9791 or the MPRIG office 
at 8157. 

"Catch 22" 

"Catch 22" - Acoustic Jazz 
Guitar Ensemble, will perform 
tonight at 8 p .m. , in the Tweed 
Museum. 

Three guitars and a bass 
make up this terrific group of 
Duquesne University faculty 
members which captivates its 
listeners by its technical 
abilities, musicality, 
showmanship and musical 
sense of humor. 

Tickets are $5 for adults, $4 
for seniors and $2 for students 
and may be purchased at the 
door. 

Ramseyer Bible 
Collection 

The display of material from 
the Ramseyer-Northern Bible 
Society Museum Collection at 
the UMD Library for April 
through June is on the original 
manuscripts of the Bible. 

This display is open to the 
public on the third floor of the 
UMD Library at all times that 
the library is open. For 
information about library 
hours and for mor e 
information on the Ramseyer 
Bible Collection, the library's 
web page may be found at 

. ,www.d.umn.edu/lib. 

Grandfather of 
Teaching 

Wilbert McKeachie, "the 
Grandfather of Teaching," will 
be on campus May 6 and 7. 

*Wednesday, May 6 - 7-8 
p.m., BohH · 90. Lecture: 
"Motivating Students to Learn," 
reception to follow in the 
Tweed Balcony Gallery. 
Sponsored by the Spectrum 
Lecture Series. 

*'Thursday, May 7 - 9:30-11 
a.m. or 1-2:30 p.m., Tweed 
Lecture Gallery. Workshop: 
"Conversation With the 
Professors' Professor." 
Sponsored by Instructional 
Development Service. 

Open to the public. For 
questions or more information 
contact· Linda Hilsen at 726~ 
7515 or email. 
lhilsen@d.umn.edu 

Health Services 
closed 

Healtli Services will be 
closed Tuesday, May 12, from 
2-4 :30 p .m. 

A reception will be held from 
2 :30-4:30 in Griggs Center for 
~alco}m Mccutcheon, M.D., 
Director, who is retiring after 
21 years of dedicated services 
to UMD at both the Health 
Services and Medical Schooi". 

Mathematics 
Colloquium 

"A Case Study of Statistical 
Consulting or Be Something 
You Love and Understand (*)" 
will be presented by UMD 
professor Ron Regal, today 
from 3-4 p .m., in CCtr 130. 

(*)L,ynard Skynyrd "Simple 
Man." 

Geography Seminar 
The UMD Dept. of . 

Geography with substantial 
support from the Office of the 
Chancellor , the Tweed 
Museum of Art, and additional 
cooperation from the Center 
for Community and Regional 
Re1?earch, the Office of Equity 
Education and Services, the 

' Dept. of Women's Studies and 
the UMD College of Liberal 
Arts presents Cindi Katz, 
Ph.D., Associate Professor and 
Chair of Environmental 
Psychology, City University of 
New York, speaking on "On 
the Grounds of Globalization: 
A Topography for _ Political 
Engagement from Sudan to 
New York," Thursday, May 6, 
6 p.m. , Tweed Museum 
Lecture Gallery. 

Audience members are 
invited to stay for a follow-up 
discussion immediately 
following Dr. Katz's public 
address. She will also . be 
available by appointment for 
meetings with interested 
individuals on Friday, May 8 . 
Contact the Dept. of 
Geography at 726-6300 or . 
726-6246 for more 
information or to schedule an 
appointment. · 

Music Department 
*Sunday, May 3 - 3 p .m., 

BohH 90. Erzsebet (Elizabeth) 
Marik, an assistant professor 
in the Music Department of 
the . Teacher Training College 
at Eger , Hungary (with whom 
UMD has .an exchange 
program) , will perform a 
concert which will feature the 
music of Hungarian composer 
Franz Liszt. Marik has 
performed as soloist and 
collaborator in many 
European countries. 

*Monday, May 4, 8 p.m. , 
MPAC. UMD Symphony 
Orchestra; Ann Anderson 
conductor, featuring . Bach'~ 
Violin and Oboe Concerto with 
soloists Ann Anderson, violin 
and Phylis Anderson, oboe. 
The orchestra ' will also 
perform Howard Hanson's 
Romantic - Symphony No. 2 
and Die Fledermaus. 

Spring Grads 

May 8 is the deadline for 
purchasing caps and gowns 
and master's hoods at the 
UMD Main Street Store for the 
commencement cen;mony. 

Northern Lakes 
Archaeological 
Society 

Northe.rn Lakes 
Archaeological Society is 
pleased to announce its fourth 
annual Duluth/Superior 
Archaeology Week in 
conjunction with Minnesota 
and Wisconsin Archaeology 
Weeks. The calendar of events 
is as follows: 

*Thursday, May 7 - The 
Archaeometry Lab at UMD will 
host an open house and 
reception to start off the week. 
Poster displays will feature 
research in the area. The lab 
is located at 2205 E. Fifth St. 
The reception begins at 7 p.m. 

*Friday, May 8 - Beginning 
at 7 p.m., Barnes and Noble 
will again host archaeology 
demonstrations of pottery 
making and flint knapping at 
the Duluth store in Stoneridge 
Plaza. 

*Saturday, May 9 
Children's Day c!-t the Depot in 
the Ruth Maney Room from 1-
3 p .m . Excavating artifacts 
and story · telling will be 
featured. No charge for 
archaeology week events. 
Regular Depot admission 
charged to enter Depot 
exhibits. 

*Monday, May 11 - Pat 
Farrell , UMD Dept. of 
Geo g raphy, " Mayan 
Archaeology." Superior Public 
Library, 7-8:30 p .m . 

*Tuesday, May 12 - Steve 
and Sue Mulholland 
lecturers , Archaeometry Lab: 
UMD, "The Fish Lake Dam 
Site. " ~uperior Public Library, 

. 7-8:30 p .m . · 
*Wednesday May 13-James 

Huber, Archaeometry Lab, 
JJMD, "Pollen Analysis in 
Archaeology." Superior Public 
Library, 7-8 :30 p.i:n. 

The public .is cordially 
invited to attend all events free 
of charge. 

UMD Awards Banquet 

Everyone is welcome to 
attend the 1997-98 UMD · 
Awards Banquet to honor the 
outstanding staff, faculty , 
organization and students for 
their contributions to the 
UMD community. 
· The banquet will be held 

Sunday in Griggs Center. 
There will be a reception from 
1 :30-2 p .m . with the awards 
starting a t 2 p .m . 

Deadline 

The deadline for _ the 
Campus Briefs page is 
Tuesday at noon on a first-
come, first-served basis. 

Campus Assembly 

The Spring Quarter Campus 
Assembly meeting is 
scheduled for Tuesday, May 5 , 
at 2 p.m., in Kirby Ballroom. 

Faculty, staff and students 
are encouraged to attend. For 
further information, contact 
Peg O'Bey at 726-7507. 

Women's Studies 
Brown Bag 

The Women's Studies Brown 
Bag Series presents 'Women 
in the Sciences" Friday, May 
1, at 12:45 p .m., in Lib 120. 
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FORSIILE 
Seized cars from $175. Porsches, 
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. 
Also Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll 
free 1-800-218-9000, Ext. A-8233 for 
current listings. . 

Home for Sale: Lovely 3 bdrm, 3+ ba. 
Congdon Tudor, low maint., comer lot, 
perfect for busy prof. $118,900. Call 
Kim Stickney, 218-728-4436, 218-

• 728-3019 Better Homes and Garden. 

Govt. Foreclosed homes from 
pennies .on $1 . Delinquent Tax, 
Repo's. REO's. Your Area. Toll Free 
(1 )800-218-9000 Ext. H8233 for 
current listings. 

JOBS 
Camp Staff - Trip Director. · 
Minnesota children's camp. Seeking 
upbeat, energetic individual to 
coordinate extensive outpost tripping 
program. Must be highly organized 
and flexible. Knowledge of camping 
and equipment preferred. Position 
available June 11-Aug. 13. Call collect 
314-567-3167. 

Resort Workers Needed: Waitstaff, 
Kitchen & Housekeeping Dept. to start 
now thru mid-Oct. For info. & 
application call toll free 800-433-07 43. 
Nelson's Resort, Crane Lake, MN. 
55725. 
UMD STORES NOW HIRING for 
student laborer (work study or non-
work study) and student ·attendant 
(wor.k study only). . Applications 
available in the Main Street Store 

· through May 6. 726-7286. 

Cruise & Land Tour Employment -
Earn to $2,000/month. Free world 
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.) plus 
food/lodging. Call (919)933-1939, ext. 
C. 

SUMMER JOB: College Pro Painting. 
No experience necessary, work 
outside all summer. Make $3,000-
$5,000 this summer. Work available 
now. Ted Bradley, 728-3736. 

l 

1998 Summer Camp Jobs in 
Northern Minnesota: Camp Buckskin 
has various positions available to 
work with yduth who have academic 
and social skill difficulties (ADHD, 
ADD:- LD). A unique program with 
possibility of earning school credit. 
Salary + room & board. Camp is 
located on a lake in the Superior 
National Forest near Ely and the 
BWCAW. Contact: Tim Edmonds 
(612)930-3544, email: 
buckskin@spacestar.net or complete 
job application on-line 
(www.spacestar.net/users/buckskin) 

LES JONES ROOFING is now hiring 
summer and permanent employees. 
$19-$20/hour. Call Jim at 800-881-
2241 . 
Minnesota children's camp located 
among tall pines and clear lakes, 
seeks counselors and instructors for 
summer · 98. Openings for Counseling 
Director, Program Director, horseback 
riding, sailing, water skiing, art, 
wilderness tripping and tennis. For an 
application call 800-451 -5170 or e-
mail cbggc@uslink.net. 

Help Wanted! Work outside, 40+ 
hours/week, competitive pay, 
something different everyday, 
weekends required. Apply in person at 
Taylor Rental! or Party Plus, 1710 & 
1702 London Road. 

·Earth Day is Every Day! Sommer 
Jobs for the environment. 
Progressive National Environmental 
Lobby now hiring for part-time and 
full -time summer. Gain skills in grass-
roots organizing, political education 
and electorial work. $305-$360/week 
plus benefits . Positions in 
Minneapolis. Please call Duluth 
office (218)722-8557. Clean Water 
Action-Work For Something You Can 
Believe In! 

$1,000's Weekly! 
Stuff envelopes at home for $2.00 
each plus bonuses. FIT, PIT. Make 
$800+ weekly, guaranteed! Free 
supplies. For details, send one stamp 
to: N-127, 12021 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025. 

Airline Employment - Entry 
level/skilled . Ground crew , 
reservationists, ticket agents, flight 
attendants. Excellent travel benefits. 
Ask us how! (517)336-0971 ext. 
L56751 . 

EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT• 
Teach basic English in major 
European cities. Competitive wages + 
benefits. Ask us how! (517) 336-0625 
ext. K56752. 
Summer Jobs: Duluth-based moving 
and storage company looking for 

- seasonal employees to work in the 
moving and storage business . 
Positions available as packers, drivers 
and laborers. Good earning potential 
with repeat summer employment 
possibilities available. This is ideal for 
students : Pay based on work 
experience. Apply" in person or mail 
resume to: Wherley Moving & 
Storage, 4845 Miller Trunk Hwy., 
Duluth, MN. 55811. 

National Park Jobs - Plus Forests, 
Beach Resorts, Dude Ranches, 
Rafting Companies. Nationwide 
summer openings: Call (919)933-
19~9, ext. R. · 

Alaska Summer Employment- Earn 
to $3,000+month in fisheries, parks, 
resorts. Airfare! Food/Lodging! No 
experience required. Call (919)933-
1939, ext. A. 
Camp Staff - Minnesota. Energetic 
and caring individuals for positive 
camp community. Leaders for 
backpacking trips to PNW and 
Canadian Rockies. Counselors to 
teach traditional camp activities: 
canoe, bdsail , sail , wski, gymn, 
horseback, climb, and blacksmithing. 
Videographer, cooks, supervisors, 
swim and waterfront director. 
Experience the mosr rewarding 
summer of your life. Thunderbird 314-
567-3167. · 

Cruise Ship & Land-Tour Jobs. 
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask 
us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C5675 

WII/ITED 
Wanted: Entrance number to 
Grandma's Marathon or Half 
Marathon. Will pay. Please call 728-
2312. 

Attn: Music Students - Looking to hire 
Worship Organist/Choir Accompanist• 
Asbury UM Church at 6822 Grand 
Ave. Wed. eve. Choir practice and 
Sunday service approx. 4 hrs. per 
week. Good pay. Call 628-1165 for 
interview. Begin May 24 or Sept. 13. 

HOOS/NG 
Room for Rent - on corner cit 17th and 
5th

• Free laundry, dishwasher, pool 
table. Need renter by June 1. 
$180/mo. for summer, $200/mo for 
school year+ utilities. Contact Matt at 
724-9553. 

ROOM FOR RENT. Nice house 1 mile 
from UMD. OSP. Free Laundry. No 
parties. Summer lease available or 
through ' 98/99 school year. $225/mo 
incl. all util. 728-2064. 

Restored Victorian, 1 bedroom, East, 
fireplace, bay window, security door, 
refinished wood floors, heat paid, 
laundry, $380/month. No pets. 728-
4041 . 

Live in Mansion FREE close to UMD 
in exchange for housekeeping and 
babysitting. Available June 1. Call for 
interview. We have three openings. 
Private room, bath. Phone 728-4041 . 

CAMPUSPARKTOWNHOMESNow 
taking applications for the '98-'99 
school year. Duluth's finest student 
housing! 727-2400. 

Share house near UMD with new 
n,ummer Camp Jobs 
Land/Water sports 

Adirondack Mountains/Lake Placid 
Visit us www.raquettelake.com. 

1-800-786-8373. 

large deck and solarium: Free 
laundry, off-street parking. Available 
now and this summer. Call 525-1834. 
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Home for Rent - summer only. 729-
0795. 

House for rent: Huge, clean, 
spacious, · ?-bedroom. $240/per 
person· incl. laundry & all utilities. 
720-6357 or 390-5848. 

PERSON/IL 
Quick career questions? Drop-in 
hours are Mondays 11-12, . 
Wednesdays 2-3, and Thursdays 1-
2. UMD Career Services. 21 Campus 
Center. 

Adopt: A caring couple with lots of 
love can promise your baby a stay-
home mom, a great dad, a big sister 
and a happy future filled with 
everything a child could want or 
need! Please call us-our daughter is 
adopted so we can understand your 
situation and think we can help you. 
Sue/Dave, 1-800-344-8112. 

PREGNANT? Need someone to talk 
to? Let us help. Confidential early 
pregnancy testing, financial 
assistance and housing. All services 
free. Phone answered 24 hours. 
(218) 727-3399, Lake Superior Life-
Care Center, Room 109, 101 West 
2nd Street, puluth, MN. 55802. 

The following people have checks in 
the Statesman office : Becky 
Bongard, Danica Duensing, Monique 
Ouray, Ben Hintz, Chris Lavelle, Matt 
Mohn, Shannon Nyberg, Tim 
Poeschel, Jeremiah Scherer, Cory 
Strand, Pakou Vang and Brandt Van 
Sickle. Stop in K118 and ask for 
Michele. 

LOST&FOOND 
Lost or just missing: Please return 
crutches which have been loaned out 
from Health Services if you are no 
longer using them. We are missing . 
several , pairs and need them for 
other patients. Thank you . 

We're Bu.ilding More! 
Roommate Afatc 

We are pleased to announce the expansion of 24 additional units to 

•Large private single bedrooms 
•FREE full size washer & dryer 

Campus Park. These units feature the following 
apartment style floor plans and amenities: 

•Fully equipped kitchen with microwave 
and dishwasher 

5 bedroom/2 bath 
12 Villas 

1310 square feet •Air conditioning 
•FREE cable television 
•No maintenance or yard work 
•Telephone and cable jacks i•n each room 
•On-site resident assistants BEDROOM BEDROOM 

•FREE shuttle service to and from UMD 
(15 times per day) 

•$295 per month per student with 10 month "lease 
(4 or 5 person occupancy required) · 

•Two complete baths 
•Breakfast corner 
•Custom closet storage areas 
•Window treatments 
•Heat included 
•Plush carpeting in designer colors 
•Intercom security system 
•FREE parking for three cars 
•Optional garage with automatic 
openers 
•Optional plug-ins 
•Great location 

For leasing information contact: 
Summit Management, Inc. 

Susie, Chuck, or Daryl 
727-2400 

2338 Rice Lake Road 
•Prompt snow removal and repair Duluth, MN 55811 

Receive a $50.00 credit if you forfeit your advance room deposit 

• 



T-Shirt Sale 

UM·D 
Statesman 

Cellular 
2000 

. per arming: ..__ 

~NUMBE~8~~0N 
· 3:30 -ACADIAN 

ESB TRIO 

--~UNISENSE 

Smoke shop Student 
Association 

Univ. Minnesota-Duluth 

Bookstore Buyback 
· Kir~y _Ballroom -

Fri., May 15 
Mon., May 18 
Tue., May 19 
Wed., May20 
lhur~, May 21 
FrL, May 22 

.8 am - 3pm 
8 am - 3pm 
8 am - 3pm 
8 a~ - 3pm 
·8 am - 6pm 
8am - 1pm 

• 




